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Why do Danish Farmers Internationalize through FDI into Eastern Europe? 

 

Abstract 
In this paper we will explore what drives large Foreign Direct Investment outflows from Denmark 

into Eastern Europe. We will be utilizing the eclectic paradigm in combination with multiple 

theories to discover how large multinational farms have grown over the last 20 years to become 

multinational farms. Using a set of hypotheses, we find out that the Danish Agricultural FDI 

outflows, which constitute 60 billion DKK investments globally, are driven by managerial 

experience to lower transactional costs in an attempt to integrate their value chains and thereby save 

capital. The farms do not have strong Ownership Advantage in the beginning, they instead exploit 

their strong insidership advantage. We find that there still exists an open window of opportunity, 

which does not serve as a sustainable advantage, but is still a strong motivator for farms to move to 

Eastern Europe. We also find, that Danish Agricultural FDI is not an attempt to circumvent Danish 

legislation, but due to overall attractive market conditions.  We contribute to a sparse literature and 

ask a series of questions on how the International Business field can continue to work progressively 

toward a better understanding of the phenomenon of large Danish Foreign Direct Investments into 

Eastern Europe. 
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 Introduction 

Danish Agriculture exports for 162 Billion globally (Landbrug & Fødevarer , 2019), which makes 

agriculture a significant part of the Danish Economy There is a growing Danish Foreign Direct 

Investment (FDI) outflow to Emerging Markets here in particular Eastern Europe. More than 5000 

farmers have investment for up to 60 billion abroad, which have risen by 10 billion over the last 

five years (Thomsen, 2019).  

 However, despite the significant amount of FDI, there is limited research into understanding if the 

FDI outflow is driven by disenfranchising regulation, attractive markets, cheap labor, interest 

seeking capital, networks or something different.   

 A Canadian study raised the question, what does a free-market paradigm look like and what is the 

role of government in Agricultural FDI (Shah., 2009) there is also some research on the topic of 

internationalization being driven by capital interest in the case of the Turkish agricultural sector 

(AYDIN, 2010), that the consolidation of Turkish agriculture has been formed by market forces.  

These research outputs give limited insight to what it means for Danish FDI in general and the 

Danish Cooperative Movement. How do we navigate when large Danish agricultural FDI go 

international? (Global Money Management, 2011) or when the Danish Prime minister want 

Denmark to be a green super power? This is an important Danish phenomenon, as it raises 

questions to, which farmers go international, how they do it and why is Danish farmers even 

internationalizing in the first place? This is relevant for policy development, for a basis 

understanding of the phenomenon and to understand the effect in of Danish FDI in developing 

countries.   

There is a gap in the literature to figure out, how farmers internationalize and how actors act when 

they go abroad. Do they seek refuge from government policies? Do they act on their competitive 

advantage? A study suggest that Danish Farmers are highly competitive, is this competitiveness the 

reason why they can and do internationalize? (Rasmussen, 2010)  

We must reassess and engage our pre-conceptions of what farming is today: Farming has normally 

been defined as; the activity or business of growing crops and raising livestock. By Oxford 

Dictionary which merely signifies farming as something low-tech and traditional, or at least 

something simple and of no consequence.  
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But if we are to look at farming today, we can define farming as; Farms are large, multi-enterprise 

businesses underpinned by expensive capital investments, changing production technologies, 

volatile markets and social challenges. (Kingwell, vol 55, pp. 12-34) We will explore this and much 

more in this paper, as it seems like there is a gap in the literature trying to explain internationalizing 

of farming into Eastern Europe 

  

 Delimitation of Subject 
This thesis is engaged in understanding the behavior of farmers from a Foreign Direct Investment 

perspective, defined by an international and/or Intercultural issue relevant to companies and 

organizations. Since the Danish Government had a focus in the their election campaign on 

sustainability, sustainable private investments and overall exports of Danish know-how 

(Socialdemokratiet, 2019) especially with a focus on Organic Farming on their discourse of 

agriculture, this paper believes that the topic has social relevance.  

As we will explore in our literature review, there is sparse information of farmers that 

internationalize and especially in Eastern Europe, which is highly relevant when the Government 

want increased Foreign Direct Investment and diaspora of Danish know-how abroad. 

The Focus on farmers in Denmark moving abroad to East Europe seeks to understand an old trend, 

with many successful farmers, especially pig farmers, in East Europe. Denmark has a long history 

of highly regulating the way farmers produce and to what extend they can harm the environment 

with potential negative externalities. Has this regulation lead to a motivation to move production of 

agricultural products abroad? Or, is other factors more important such as high price on land. Does 

Denmark and Danish Farmers possess know-how that not only make them more competitive 

abroad, but also help them compete despite liability of foreignness?  

We explore this interesting topic with theory from Eclectic Paradigm(OLI), Porters Diamond 

(Porter, 1989) and other theories, to understand the mechanisms involved in farmers decision 

making. The study therefore explores the effects of Danish regulation on actors, but overall remains 

neutral or skims over it, as the policies does not necessarily entail a conflict of interest for either 

farmers or the government. Rather we explore if the high degree of legislation had lead to pollution 

heavens in Eastern Europe or if other factors are more important.   
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 Research Question 

Given the growing importance of Danish farming FDI and the lack of literature on the topic we 

ask:  

‘’Why do Danish Farmers Internationalize through FDI into Eastern Europe? ,, 

The above research question manages to incorporate both International Business and Development 

Studies concerns on firm capabilities. We can solve this Research Question by incorporating Porters 

Diamond, Eclectic Paradigm (OLI) and others.  

Since only capable and competitive firms can internationalize, we normally see that government 

regulation is not helpful to firm performance since it often entails higher transaction costs, higher 

cost of operation i.e. but we hope to disprove this notion and answer why (If any) Danish firm 

internationalize (in) a region known for developmental states, when government regulation is strict. 

This paper have formulated three minor sub-question in order to answer our Research Question or 

at least broaden the scope of this paper: 

1. What does IB theory say about agricultural internationalization 

2. What is the status of Danish FDI in Eastern Europa 

3. How, where and why are Danish farms doing FDI in EE 

4. What are the implications of this paper for research and Danish agriculture 
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Chapter 1. Methodology, Theory and Hypothesis. 

Introduction to chapter  
In this chapter we will cover methodology, how we conduct interviews and how we attempt to 

answer our Research Question. We will start out by outlining our approach or then our research 

philosophy. Then continue with data collection and a list of interviews. Finally we have an 

assessment of methodology. 
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 Methodology:  
In order to answer above research question, we will be working deductively in order to investigate 

why Danish Farmers conduct FDI in Eastern Europe. Working deductively means that we acquire 

modus ponens and modus tollens (Oxford Reference, 2020), (Sanford, 1989 ), meaning that we 

approach the subject detached from interference of subjectivity and with interferential logic.  

The paper is built up, such that we through chapters explore first the theoretical underpinnings of 

our analysis, then look at the overall market and farming in general, which we will later use in our 

analysis. Then we move on to conducting case studies of 4 different farms located in Eastern 

Europe. Then we conduct the analysis, which resides on drawing perspectives to farming in general, 

what it means to our case studies and then we look to disprove our hypotheses. After examining our 

theses, we look to different understandings to how we can explain why Danish Farmers conduct 

FDI in Eastern Europe.  

We will be using case studies as our main source of empirical material. Using case studies normally 

mean that we need to draw upon a population, in order to assess whether or not or cases are 

paradigmatic or not (Flyvbjerg, 2013). Flyvbjerg argues, that case studies cannot be used for 

scientific development standing alone, since they tend to have a verification bias and that cases are 

generally best used for generating hypothesis and not testing them. A way to circumvent this issue, 

is to have a significant population, which the cases are drawn from.  

We have not access to a large population, there are 77 Danish Owned Farms in Eastern Europe, 

where we have conducted an analysis of 4 of them.  Which is just 5% of the population. Instead we 

have sought to say, that the TOP 2% of farms in Denmark can be generalized as if being like our 

case companies and then representing a proxy for a real population (Upton, 2002). This means our 

stance on our methodological approach is that of operationalism and that we describe reality 

primarily through theory and not vice versa. (Bridgman, 1927). 

 Research Philosophy: 
This study is written from the perspective of positivism (Larrain, 1979), which means, that this 

paper holds that the social world exist externally and can be viewed objectively, that the research is 

value-free and without inherent interests and that the researcher is independent, taking the role of an 

objective analyst. (Boris Blumberg, 2005) We therefore seek to acquire data from primary sources 

as much in quantitative format as possible, where this is not possible, we will conduct a semi-

structured interview. We know, our conclusions do not come in the form of easily readable metrics, 
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but rather in the form of models, discussions etc. therefore the ‘’right’’ philosophy might have been 

interpretivism rather than positivism. interpretivism (Weber, 1922) is the idea, that the social world 

is constructed, the researcher is part of the research and research is inherently driven by interests. 

(Boris Blumberg, 2005). We find that we are not an interpretivism study, since we do not reflect on 

our own position as part of our analysis, we do take any response to our surveys as an objective 

fact. Not only because we trust that we get real insight into the mechanics of the Agriculture 

Industry, but also because we are not able to judge to what extend is a social construction and to 

what extend is phenomenology.     

 Literature Review  
Since we will be focusing on farming, International Business and Eastern Europe, these will 

constitute our key words in our search for relevant literature. We will be using Business Source 

Complete as our database in our search for literature.  

‘’Farming’’ yields: 178,014 results. 

‘’International Business’’ yields: 130,249 results.  

‘’ Eastern Europe’’ yields: 19,687 results.  

In combination the key words, farming + international business + Eastern Europe, yields a total of 

zero results. Farming + Eastern Europe yields a total of 8 results. These being an article on 

subsistence farming in Eastern Europe (Mathijs & Noev, 2004), a book on farming in the Soviet 

Union and then some few market reports on farmers going abroad to Eastern Europe from Britain 

and other countries, with an assessment of likelihood of return on investment for the uncommon 

investor. All in all, the literature on the subject is sparse.  

There is a Danish author which we will be using in our case study (Gården, 2012), that have 

described in his book Danske Pioneer I Øst. In his book he writes about different farmers that have 

went abroad and seek to describe the same case this paper does. However he does not apply a 

theoretical analysis of why and how this internationalization of Danish agriculture takes place.  

However, if we look at the literature, it seems as if we broaden the search criteria to small-medium 

sized enterprises ‘’SME’s’’ then we reach a total of 49 articles, that all describe a generalized 

approach to the topic of internationalization. It seems there is a gap in the literature when look at 
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specificity, since we will be looking at theory that all explain how and why, firms internationalize in 

general.  

International Business(IB) Theory has a long history of explaining internationalization of 

Multinational Companies(MNC), SME and other type of companies. We will cover these theories 

and other hypothesis later on in our theory    

 

 Data Collection:  
We will be gathering data from ideally 10 respondents, in the format of a quantitative data 

collection and a qualitative data collection. Normally a study only focus on either a quantitative or a 

qualitative data gathering, but this fact might origin from the fact that many scholars have a 

preference between either of the two methods, also each method of gathering data might also origin 

from within the research philosophy. A quantitative study often focus on the how much as in the 

amount of mean income, number of children, the respondents likelihood to visit XYZ. Whereas a 

qualitative study often focus on the narrative and overall context of a problem. (Boris Blumberg, 

2005 pp. 192 -215).  

We have chosen to combine both data gathering methods in order to fulfill the ambition stated in 

our Research Question, with the ability to not only assess why something is happening but also to 

what is extend within a context. In this case, we want to understand, what is the driver of 

internationalization of farmers, to what extend government regulation is a factor of 

internationalization and combine it with a qualitative interview in order to understand the topic as 

we explore the research question.  

We conduct the collection primarily by monitoring and then procede to interrogate the subject on 

the matter of the topic. This means, that while we monitor the subject we are not attempting to elicit 

responses from anyone (Boris Blumberg, 2005 pp. 192 -215), but monitor their response to below 

statements:  

1. Did you move to East Europe with some or all your farms? (Y / N) 

2. Land Prices was a motivator? (1-5) 

3. Negative effects of legislation in Denmark was a motivator (1-5)  

4. Labor prices was a motivator (1-5)  

5. Raw materials were a motivator (1-5) 
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6. I could get better prices on Corn (1-5) 

7. There is a better infrastructure in the host country (1-5) 

8. There are less rules in the host country (1-5) 

9. In the host country, you are better than the native farmers (1-5) 

10. I can be a larger farmer in the host country, than I can be in Denmark(1- 5) 

11. I experienced liability of foreignness, as a farmer in the host Country (Y/N) 

 

The questions are formulated as precisely and concise as possible, with the implicit understanding, 

that the questions refer to their engagement in Eastern Europe. Afterwards we will continue the 

interview by interrogating the subject via telephone survey. The interrogating will seeks to ask open 

ended questions, like; “you said land prices was a motivator for you moving to Ukraine, why did 

you say that?,,. The answers will be transcribed and summarized wherever relevant in the paper.  

We will also try to remain un-biased in our survey by using an ex-post facto design, meaning we 

will not change any of the above questions as part of the quantitative survey in order not to 

introduce bias. We noted, that we understand that our research philosophy might be interpreted as 

interpretivism, since we will be doing qualitative survey. We will try to remain unbiased in our 

qualitative survey too, but this study is entirely explorative, so we will possibly often link another 

respondents answers to the next respondents answers such as to ask: ‘’you said X, He said Y, why 

do you think there is a difference,,. We know this might possibly be a divergence from our initial 

research philosophy, but as we note, we understand that we are mixing the two major research 

philosophies as bit.    

 

 List of Interviews:  
Total: 4.  

1. Tom Axelgaard, 1 hour, via Microsoft Teams, 26.06.2020. Semi-Structured Interview.  

 

2. Jytte Rosenmaj, 1 Hour, Via Telephone 07.08.2020. Semi-Structured Interview.  

 

3. Lars V. Drescher. 1 hour, Via Telephone 29.06.2020. Semi-Structured Interview.  

 

4. Johannes V. Hansen. 2 hour, via telephone. 25.06.2020. Semi-Structured Interview. 
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 Assessment of Methodology:  
As we have mentioned before, there are minor issues with our limited list of interviewees. This 

forces our methodology to adapt and this means that we will be perceiving reality primarily through 

theory. This has both risks and advantages; the biggest risk is that we become too normative in our 

approach and fail to properly perceive reality. Our data collection with a semi-structured interview 

functioned well, but the feedback from the responders where, that it failed to properly ask the right 

questions. We had few hypotheses and our 11 questions failed to perceive that, I.e. crime where a 

huge liability of foreignness in the Eastern European countries. That is why the semi-structured 

interview went well, since the responders could guide the interview. However, next time we 

conduct interviews it will function better to have either an unstructured interview or a fully 

structured interview. A fully structured interview should cover all the 77 members of Danish owned 

farms in Eastern Europe and the unstructured interview should be a paradigmatic case study.  

Since there is extraordinarily little literature on this subject, it functioned well to apply our 

approach, since where able to generate useful hypotheses and re-discover a fascinating 

phenomenon. As us such, our methodology serves well to explore an under reported phenomenon.  
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Chapter 2. Theory 

Introduction to Chapter 2  
In this chaper we will look at different theoretical perspectives using the OLI-Framework to 

contextualize them. Then we finally develop some hypotheses based on the theory, which we will 

test in chapter 4.  
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 Theory:  

We will here cover theoretical perspectives of; Ressource Based View, OLI-Paradigm, Uppsala, 

Born Globals and Industrial Flight Hypothesis. We have chosen these theories to work with, 

because they intuitively should be able to explain firm behavior and through the lens of the OLI-

paradigm can show different features of Ownership, Location and Internalization - advantages.  

The resource based view is not used functionally in the paper besides to give context to the OLI-

Paradigm as it primarily describe O specific advantages, we will mainly be looking holistically at 

advantages when we analyze our cases. this paper believes that ownership advantages stem from the 

bundle of resources that is the firm, as such both theories of RBV and OLI are complementary to 

our analysis. 

 The Uppsala and Born Global theoretical perspectives are conflicting theories on how firms 

internationalize and why, they serve as alternatives to the OLI-Paradigm and has been selected 

since, they give widely different interpretations of how firms internationalize and why. Besides 

being different to the OLI-paradigm they can also serve to expand upon O and I advantage, since 

they describe different advantageous behaviors that essentially is residing in the way firms organize 

themselves and internalize resources. i.e. Ownership advantage of being in a network. We know 

generally that internationalization is driven by a complex set of drivers, which can be broadly 

segmented into 3 groups: Resource Based View of the company, Entrepreneurial Strategies and 

Market factors. (L. Ciravegna, 2019). Often it is difficult to assess reasons for internationalization 

without a mix of different theoretical approaches, it is either a company is in the early steps of 

development or due to strong ownership advantages that they internationalize (L. Ciravegna, 2019), 

among the companies that internationalize early is the Born Global company which is often a start 

up or a company in its early phase of development. These companies are difficult to compare to 

conventional farmers, since Born Globals are defined by a series of traits we normally do not 

identify farmers as, such as; Cutting Edge, innovative, value-added, lead by change agents and 

much more hyperbola (Knight, 2015). 

 

 Lastly we look at the Industrial Flight Hypothesis, since it constitute a specific market factor that 

drive firms to internationalize, we have commented earlier, that the Danish government has laid out 

ambitious strategies and we seek to understand if regulation had negative impact and lead to 
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industrial flight of farmers. This theory be a specifically Location advantage when considering the 

OLI paradigm.   

Below we will show, that its much better to combine strategies in the OLI framework, since the 

theories essentially supplement each other, even if they slightly disagree on which advantage be it, 

O, l or I that is most relevant:  

According to the Kingwell definition of agriculture, driven by Born Global entrepreneurs. A 

Resource Based View(RBV) of the company might better describe the function of Danish 

Agricultural Companies; The RBV arguments explain the internationalisation process of emerging 

economy SMEs only to some extent. In contrast to advanced economy firms, the internationalisation 

of SMEs from emerging economies is more likely to be driven by the exploitation of cost advantage, 

and motivation to gain new knowledge that is unavailable domestically and enhance their domestic 

market reputation. (Rūta Kazlauskaitė, 2015 vol. 3 no. 2) which argues that classical RBV factors 

are better at determining the internationalization of developed country SME’s, such as Danish 

Farmers.  

 OLI- Framework 
 The hypothesis of the OLI framework is, that superior productivity is entirely managerially related. 

That companies have Ownership(O) specific advantage, meaning that their productive superiority 

rest on intangible assets. If there is no Ownership advantage the competitive advantage may rest on 

Location specific advantage, that their reason for success is due to the national or location(L) 

specific advantage, i.e. Porters notion on the competitive advantage of Nations. Dunning found out, 

that there is a difference between US-Affiliate companies and their parent company in terms of 

productive ability, but that the affiliate company was still more competitive than their indigenous 

competition, he was led to the conclusion, that Ownership and Location advantage both together 

could explain the behavior of the firm. In order to further explain the behavior of the firms outside 

of their national boundaries he included Internationalization(I) to explain how firms can access their 

ownership advantage across geographical boundaries, rather than to just sell or buy those  

(DUNNING, 2001, pp. 173 -190). 

The core principles of the OLI framework can be summed up, as they describe what makes a 

company more competitive, how are they able organized and in which way does the company place 

their production around the world.  
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(1) The (net) competitive advantages which firms of one nationality possess over those of another 

nationality in supplying any particular market or set of markets. These advantages may arise either 

from the firm’s privileged ownership of, or access to, a set of income-generating assets, or from 

their ability to co-ordinate these assets with other assets across national boundaries in a way that 

benefits them relative to their competitors, or potential competitors. 

(2) The extent to which firms perceive it to be in their best interests to internalize the markets for 

the  generation and/or the use of these assets; and by so doing add value to them. 

(3) The extent to which firms choose to locate these value-adding activities outside their national 

boundaries. (DUNNING, 2001, pp. 173 -190) 

This OLI-Framework is highly interesting to us, when we consider how and why Danish famers 

move production to East European countries. It gives us a framework to test different determinants 

of outward Foreign Direct Investments(FDI) and raison d’etre for such outward investments; 

Demand oriented outward investments, supply oriented outward investments, wish to increase 

division of labor and effectiveness thereof and lastly augmenting O advantage foreign direct 

investments (Dunning, 2000 pp. 163–190).  These determinants or the overall framework of the 

OLI-Framework can be used to generate testable theories and hypothesis, for example, that Danish 

Farmers with strong Ownership advantage prefer to move production to East Europe or that there 

are certain location specific advantages that Danish Farmers want to gain by moving to East 

Europe.  

The OLI-Framework has also been called the eclectic paradigm, since each O, L, I advantage can be 

deepened out into their own sub-paradigms. The Ownership Paradigm asserts that companies need 

to have specific Ownership related advantages that make them better in competition against foreign 

firms, these being access to capital, machinery and knowhow.  

1. Those relating to the possession and exploitation of monopoly power, as initially identified by 

Bain (1956) and Hymer (1960) — and the industrial organization (IO) scholars (e.g. Caves 1971, 

1982; Porter 1980, 1985). These advantages are presumed to stem from, or create, some kind of 

barrier to entry to final product markets by firms not possessing them. 

 2. Those relating to the possession of a bundle of scarce, unique and sustainable resources and 

capabilities, which essentially reflect the superior technical efficiency of a particular firm relative 

to those of its competitors.15 These advantages are presumed to stem from, or create, some kind of 
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barrier to entry to factor, or intermediate, product markets by firms not possessing them. Their 

identification and evaluation has been one of the main contributions of the resource based and 

evolutionary theories of the firm.16  

3. Those relating to the competencies of the managers of firms to identify, evaluate and harness 

resources and capabilities from throughout the world, and to coordinate these with the existing 

resources and capabilities under their jurisdiction in a way which best advances the long term 

interests of the firm.17 These advantages, which are closely related to those set out in (2) are 

especially stressed by organizational scholars, such as Prahalad and Doz (1987), Doz, Asakawa, 

Santos and Williamson (1997) and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989, 1993). They tend to be 

management, rather than firm, specific in the sense that, even within the same corporation, the 

intellectual et al., competencies of the main decision takers may vary widely (Dunning, 2000 pp. 

163–190) 

The Eclectic Framework is a broad framework for understanding Foreign Direct Investments, the 

comparative production capability of firms and a tool for understand managerial decisions, but its 

wide application has also meant, that the model can be critiqued for being to wide. (DUNNING, 

2001, pp. 173 -190) the wide application of the framework and its holistic view of the companies it 

work with, means that one can always say something relevant of the particular company but often 

not anything meaningful:  

Since the eclectic paradigm has only limited explanatory power by itself, (H.Dunning, 1988 ) have 

we chosen to incorporate other theories as explanatory components of the framework itself. Such 

that RBV represent the O-Advantage of the company, Uppsala the Internalization and O advantages 

and etc.  

Firstly the issue with the OLI-framework is that Ownership Advantages is not a fixed list of 

advantage, it was meant to be encompassing intangible assets but in some text in the literature 

Ownership advantages also refer to actual means of production such as machines, meaning that the 

framework is not always consistent, that is why we are using RBV as a source of O-Advantage 

since it conceptualize all owned assets. In theory ownership advantages is a perspective, a 

perspective of something that can be loosely defined as an advantage stemming from the ownership 

of either a concrete asset or an intangible asset. Furthermore, the consequences stemming from 

having ownership advantages is not always congruent, since if a Multinational Enterprise(MNE) 

has specific ownership advantages, why does it seek to keep those within the organization rather 
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than to let a third party license some of the production? The answer depends on the specific type of 

market, the firm and the overall international environment thus reducing the overall explanatory 

power of the OLI-Framework. (H.Dunning, 1988 ) 

However, despite criticism of the framework, it serves as good way to test hypothesis based on 

broadly defined factors such as Ownership, Location and Internalization factors of the company. 

We have chosen to use this framework, since it help us guide our formulation, such that we can gain 

an overview of the companies that do move to east Europe. We can look at Farmers and see, if their 

motivations for moving to East Europe is due to either, Ownership Specific advantages, Locational 

benefits or due to need for Internalization of knowledge.  

The O – Advantage 

 Resource Based View of the Company.  
The Resource Based View(RBV) of the company is a theory that see the firm as a bundle of 

heterogeneous resources that lead to sustained competitive advantage, each firm is different, among 

the things that make the firms differ is; all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm 

attributes, information, knowledge and etc. this long list of resources can be categorized into 3 

broad categories of Physical Capital Resources, Human Capital Resources and Organizational 

Resources.  (Barney, 1991)  

The RBV view of the company is an internal analysis of the company whereas a theory like Porters 

theory of sustainable advantage is external. That is why we have included both theoretical 

perspectives in this paper, in order to give a holistic interpretation of the company.  
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A company is said to have a competitive advantage, when it has a strategy not being enabled by one 

of its competitors and when its strategy is not easily copied by competing firms (Barney, 1991). 

However competitive advantage does not necessarily lead to infinite advantage, rather competitive 

advantage only exists if firms remain heterogenous and when the firm of the analysis constitute 

difficult to duplicate resources.  

Foreign Direct Investments are observed to be unique, but still non-descript, bundles of resources 

that make Foreign Direct Investment possible. A study suggest that one of the major resources 

needed is experienced management such as executives with international skill (Bloodgood, 1996). 

Another study also underscore that likelihood of export, exporting history or managerial experience 

with export is a major factor for understanding future likelihood of internationalization of SME’s. 

(PAUL WESTHEAD, 2001) As such internationalization of the firm in consideration of FDI is 

explained by its unique bundle of resources with a specific focus on managerial expertise.  

 

 

 Alliances and Uppsala.  
Global supply and demand pressures on competitiveness has changed how firms operate, starting in 

the 1980’s and 1990’s firms began to organize themselves differently through alliances. Alliance 

Capitalism is defined by 3 major responses to the new global supply and demand pressures; That 

firms concentrate on critical competency and divest non-essential production and therefore increase 
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need for interdependence. Another reason for the emergence of Alliances and increased cooperation 

among firms, is the need for price control through inter-firm cooperative agreements as part of 

supply management or to creating an asset seeking alliance in response to demand for new 

innovation and R&D. lastly firms might want to organize themselves Market-Positioning Alliances 

where companies tries to reap economics of scale by outward FDI, potentially in cooperation with 

other firms. (Dunning, 1995) 

This is a contrast to conventional capitalism or hierarchy Capitalism where market failures or 

disputes where handled by litigation or using financial tools such as futures. Alliance capitalism is a 

new method of organizing the market, where cooperation takes precedence on competition or rather 

is a new method of competing on the market. It is a new way of reinforcing Ownership advantages 

by specializing on core competencies, it is also a method for strengthening Internalization 

advantages by sharing knowledge, expertise and profits among the Alliance members.  

Moving away from Alliance Capitalism but within the same area of research we find the Uppsala 

model, that gives more explicit examples of how firms utilize partnerships and Internalization 

Advantages to internationalize. The core assumption of the Uppsala model is that knowledge about 

foreign markets, operations and integration of such is the main driver of firm success in 

internationalization. (JAN JOHANSON, 1977) It is distinct from the theoretical view of Alliance 

Capitalism in that seek to explain how firms internationalize gradually, whereas alliance capitalism 

seek to explain how firms organize themselves hierarchically internationally. Both theories argue, 

that the ability to internalize knowledge is important, but the Uppsala model holds, that it is through 

a continuous commitment to foreign markets rather than its place in a hierarchy which is important 

for the ability of the firm to internationalize.  

The Uppsala model consist of 4 major elements being; Market Knowledge, Commitments 

Decisions, Current Activities and Market Commitment. These elements are chronological in nature 

meaning, that firms with market knowledge of foreign markets will do commitment decisions to the 

foreign markets which reinforces their current activities in that market which will increase overall 

market commitment. The decision to commit to internationalization is dependent on the Maximum 

Tolerable Risk that the firm wants to engage in. If a firm has not reached their maximum exposure 

to risk, it follows that firms will continue to engage more and more commitment decisions untill the 

firm has reached its maximum risk tolerance level. Risk tolerance can be increased as the firm itself 
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grows and gains access to even more resources. Therefore when we look at farms, we can create 

two hypothesis based on the Uppsala model, which is;  

1. Firms with low market knowledge of the foreign market will incrementally develop capacity 

in the foreign market. 

2. Firms with high market knowledge of the foreign market will be more likely to do large 

foreign direct investments into that market.  

L Advantage 
 

 Industrial Flight Hypothesis  
This is a theory that zooms in on OLI’s L advantage and elaborates when it will cause MNCs to 

consider moving, Firms encounter higher transaction cost in strict regulatory environment than in 

loose regulatory environments, since firms maximize profit they will seek to move to a loose 

regulatory environment everything else being equal, so they do not need to pay the higher 

transaction costs. This leads to the creation of pollution heavens, where countries with strict 

regulatory environment encounter ‘’Industrial flight’’ of their firms with high production of 

negative externalities. We define regulatory transaction cost as:   

i.e., regulatory transaction or process costs.1 These costs arise from permit applications, preparing 

environmental assessments, assessing and proving compliance, and resolving disputes. They 

include the opportunity costs of regulatory delays and bureaucratic red tape, the diversion of 

managerial time, litigation, lobbying, insurance, legal, consulting and certification costs, and other 

costs arising from legal unpredictability. Some research indicates that these legal process costs are 

very salient to companies, at least in the United States, and may amount to a significant proportion 

of total compliance costs. (C. Leigh Anderson, 2000) 

The reason we include this theory in our paper, is because we want to discover if localization 

advantages stem from pollution heavens in Easter Europe. As some sources indicate that is what is 

happening regarding pig farming industry (Overgaard, 2018) (Johannisson, 2018) (concito, 2018).  

The three sources mentioned are all critical in regards to the negative externalities of pig farming 

and have concerns that Danish farms will move abroad or that pig farming will simply shift in 

demand from Danish farm to farms abroad. In this perspective we can raise the question if the 

Danish farms abroad are a movement based on industrial flight due to a strict regulatory 

environment or not. 
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 I – Advantage 
 

Born Globals: 
When we consider farms as small or medium sized firms, we have to raise the question, why do 

they internationalize? We might consider that there exist different types of companies, one being 

the traditional domestic firm, that over a long time build upon their national advantage to finally 

move toward a higher degree of internationalization, there exist also another type of firm. The other 

type of firm, a Born Global, is a company that relatively early begins to internationalize.  

the "born global" firms - began exporting, on average, only two years after their foundation and 

achieved 76 percent of their total sales through exports. (Rennie, Autumn 1993).  

These born globals account for a still larger size of Australian exports and is uniquely different from 

the typical multinational company or large company, since they despite their small size remain 

relevant in terms of competition to the larger and older firms. They can be described as: born-global 

firms [are] early adopters of internationalization – that is, companies that expand into foreign 

markets and exhibit international business prowess and superior performance, from or near their 

founding. (Gary A Knight, 2004) Even if they are not exporting large quantities of goods, they are 

still relevant internationally in their scope and ambition, especially through the commitment of 

resources and the managers global focus. Due to the commitment of the firm to attain access to 

foreign markets different from their domestic market, they often internationalize already in their 

founding steps. This is relevant, when we consider the perspective of the new farmer or a newly 

acquired farm, that is not a generational farm where the farm has been inherited from father to son. 

But is instead an entirely new venture. The founder being Danish but the farm being located 

elsewhere outside of Denmark.  

Another reason for the emergence of Born Global farms, could be, that they exploit some kind of 

niche market (Rennie, Autumn 1993) where smaller farms are more swifter in shifting to production 

to niche products like organic farming, carbon neutral products i.e. this can also be seen as the 

capability for newer entrants to innovate and giving them capabilities beyond that of their older and 

larger counterparts: 

Young firms with a strong innovation culture tend to pursue international markets in comparison to 

firms that do not have an innovation culture. This led to acquisition of I advantages leading to 

capabilities that drive organizational performance.  (Gary A Knight, 2004) 
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We believe that newer farms are often managed by younger farmers, than those managed by older 

farms, then we believe that these new farms are better able to use new knowledge and IT-solutions 

in order to manage more efficiently. They might also be more willing to experiment with new 

farming methods or to explore organic farming rather than conventional farming. This combination 

of capabilities makes the born global farm better able to risk and explore  

We can understand the Born Global from one of the founding articles of the topic, that there are at 

least for 4 elements that describe the success of the Born Global firm. These 4 elements spring from 

traditional MNE theory but focus on new ventures (Benjamin M. Oviatt, 1993): 

1. Internalization of Some Transactions 

2. Alternate Governance Structures 

3. Foreign Location Advantage 

4. Unique Resources 

Firstly the company need to have some ownership advantage, that can be internalized similar to the 

form of motivations certain MNE’s have, when they conduct Foreign Direct Investments (FDI). 

Secondly the company need to form itself as a new venture often based upon cooperation rather 

than control in the case of governance, such that employee’s trust each other and because the 

organization is so small there is no need for elaborate an HR regime.  thirdly foreign location 

advantage origins not from the scale of the company but is based upon private knowledge, there 

exist liability of foreignness, but the company is able to move beyond that using knowledge. Lastly, 

the new venture needs to be able to have a unique competitive advantage over indigenous or native 

competition, that could be access to better tools, knowledge or better methods that indigenous 

competition is not able to compete against, such as patents, copyrights or trade secrets. This is what 

creates a Born Global Company. (Benjamin M. Oviatt, 1993)  

 Toward an Analytical Framework 

There are 6 hypothesis we will test by the end of cross-examination of cases. they are just 

expressions of our theory. It better to use the hypothesis not as a tool to understand how, the firm 

gains a competitive advantage, but rather why it does it. Since we can conceptualize our theory and 

our empirical material from the perspective of many interlinked linkages, that spill-over each other 

in to understand the complexity of why a firm gains success where another does not.  
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The above model explains, that when we consider why firms internationalize and does Foreign 

Direct Investment, Its because of other factors, that work in combination of some specific OLI-

Advantages that all impact each other.  

On the basis of theory, we will now establish a series of hypothesis we can use to analyze our case 

studies. the hypothesis will be formulations of behaviors we expect consider our theory of the firm: 

Internationlization of FDI

Ownership Advantages

Location Advantages

Internalization Advantages

Other Factors

H1: Danish farmers do FDI in EE because they 

have large capital assets. 

 O Advantage – RBV  

H2: Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because it 

has large managerial experience in 

international trade. 

 O Advantage - RBV 

H3.  Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because it 

has access or own networks related to market 

entry 

 O Advantage – Uppsala  

H4: Danish Farmer do FDI in EE because the 

firm seeks to evade strict environmental 

legislation in home country 

 L Advantage – Industrial Flight hypothesis 
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Conclusion on Chapter 2.  
We have developed a theoretical framework and toolbox in order to explore what drives 

internationalization of FDI. The model is based on the idea, that the firm has some OLI-Advantages 

that in combination with one or more other factors drives internationalization of FDI in Eastern 

Europe. As a means to clarify which advantages and factors is driving the internationalization of 

FDI, we have developed 6 different hypotheses that will be concluded on later in the paper.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H5 Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because 

firms invest in Eastern Europe to exploit a 

window of opportunity in relation to EU access   

 

 L Advantage – OLI  

H6: Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because the 

firm tries to lower transaction cost by 

internalizing its value chain 

   I Advantage – OLI  
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Chapter 2 – Overview of the Farm Sector 

Introduction to Chapter 2.  
In this chapter we will look at the farm sector from a Danish point of view. we start out view look at 

Porters Diamond to understand how the market conditions are. We do this in order to understand 

what a farm is and if anything at all is creating an incentive to move abroad. Also, we will discover, 

that the Danish farms are quite different from the Danish owned farms in Eastern Europe and we 

will give an overview of the farm sector in Denmark.  
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Danish Agriculture: Porters Diamond.  
In order to understand why Danish Agriculture is as it is, we will be using Porters Diamond (Porter, 

1989) to get a deeper insight into the industry. The Diamond Model is used to assess why different 

industries are able to have international competitive advantage. 

 

We will describe each part of the model as we go through it. The model includes government and 

chance as factors, where the model can sometimes be found with only the 4 main factors included. 

The reason for this inclusion is because, we believe that if any industry are at the mercy of either 

chance or government, then it is the Agricultural industry. Government Subsidies and Chance like 

the weather are inherent to any full understanding of the Agricultural industry.   

 Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry 
The first part of the Diamond is the firm strategy and structure, this part of the diamond explains 

how competition within the industry looks like. The main argument is, that a healthy competition 

nationally will lead to more capable companies internationally, as domestic rivalry will force 

companies  to develop unique strength and weaknesses.  

  Shift in relative prices on Grain and animal products has during the last 250 years lead to the 

emergence of Danish joint ventures and cooperation among Danish Farmers. This change was lead 
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by a shift from Danish farmers producing grain to an increase of Danish Farms to have cattle and 

produce dairy products which was later jointly produced as part of ‘’Andelsbevægelsen’’ which is a 

kind co-operation among farmers that lead to the construction of Arla (Warming, 1923).  in 1890 

there was 900 Cooperatives and in 1970 the industry had consolidated with the largest cooperatives 

joining under MD Foods, which later became Arla. (Arla, 2020). Each farm is an independent unit, 

but works together as part of a larger cooperative or sells their produce to few larger mills, this 

supply chain can seem highly consolidated with these large takers of the production such as Arla 

and DLG being large multinationals, while the farm themselves can look highly fragmented, since 

each farm is its own unit of production, therefore even if they have a high degree of cooperation 

there is still a high degree of competition. The farms themselves can look disorganized but this is 

not the truth, the truth is that farms are highly organized in informal 12-mands grupper (Solvang, 

2020) and organized formally through their interest organization Landbrug & Fødevare. The high 

organization informally and formally is one of the reasons, that the industry has a reputation for 

impacting national politics (Nissen, 2009) 

The Danish farm is a mix of cooperation and competition, where the primary source of competition 

originates on the individual bargaining power of the farm, the market prices and shifting supply. 

Cooperation takes place as the organizing factor, where farms informally and formally organize 

themselves in order to exert political and market influence.  

 

 Factor Conditions 
There are two main types of input in agriculture, production and capital inputs. Production inputs 

constitutes products such as pesticide, seeds, labor, fertilizers, machinery and other annual or other 

recurring costs, it is widely known that the price of these products are individually negotiated 

among the farmer and the seller and the price on i.e. seeds are largely dependent on market forces. 

Among capital inputs are the most noticeable loans and land. The price on a semi-annual loan is at 

an 7% interest rate (vf.dk, 2020). It should be noted that these loans are expensive in compared to 

normal consumer loans or mortgage loans, which in the same period was almost close to 0 % 

interest.   

There is a significant burden in capital costs and among farmers there is some resentment among 

the high interest rate (vf.dk, 2020), the high prices on land and overall high capital requirement to 
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establish a farm. However, the quality, size and costs of capital costs has been higher and multiple 

innovations within banking has decreased costs significantly (Jones, 1999) 

In production costs there has been many innovations that has decreased the cost on input factors: 

Hansen has estimated that total factor productivity increased by 1.8 per cent per year from 1973 to 

1980 and by 3.2 per cent per year from 1981 to 1993 (Hansen, 1990, 1995) with some differences 

between cash crop, dairy and pig farms. These changes were primarily attributable to technological 

changes (Hansen, 1995). (Rasmussen, 2010) But despite these many innovations, there is still a 

significant slack as; More than 95 per cent of Danish full-time farms have increasing returns to 

scale, which means that they operate below their optimal technical scale (scale efficiency less than 

1). Only very few farms operate above their technical optimal scale. (Rasmussen, 2010) 

But that is not necessary a critique of Danish farmers only, since an equal American study did the 

same overall analysis and reached this conclusion that many farms where only 95% efficient to the 

best performing fields in the survey (Christoffer J.O'donnel, 1999) We have to understand when we 

consider factor inputs, that we observe land and labor as the primary inputs and consider the 

substitution between these and intermediate inputs such as pesticides and machines. Effectivity is 

then the primary effects of using a product or machine in comparison to use x-amount of labor 

hours. (Kaneda, 2001).  

Overall we can say, that Danish as well as Japanese and American farmers has had increased input 

to efficiency increases due to technological change. Technology is the primary driver of labor 

substitution and therefore cost decreases in productions. When we consider the factor use in Danish 

Agriculture, we see that there is room for even higher performance, but that they are highly 

competent. That Denmark might even have an overcapacity in terms of efficiency. The lack of 

usage of innovative capacity is not remarkable, since it takes a high expertise to utilize all options 

and calculate the best usage of factors (Kingwell, vol 55, pp. 12-34).  

 Demand Conditions  
The demand conditions is mostly driven by the market (Landbrug & Fødevarer , 2019) and it has 

such an effect, the market, that the price on organic produce has fallen as supply has increased. 

(Danmarks Statistik, 2020). Takers of the production is everything from local cooperations to large 

mills, it is also entirely possible to sell at the regional Mastiff market for grain (DLG, 2020). The 

expectation to demand is set to increase as world population increases (Marketline, 2020).  
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The above model shows, that the increase in population will lead to a high demand on the costs of 

land. Increased resource scarcity on corn and primary food products and increased strain on overall 

climate. This follows as the world population grows to 10bn in 2050. The overall costs on products 

has also seen a small increased due to climate change (Vidø & Schou, 2019) with regards to recent 

droughts.  

 

 Related and Supporting Industries 
Danish agriculture is part of a food-hub of related industries that together help deliver products to 

end-consumers. Among the many interrelated industries that help deliver the product of either grain, 

bacon or dairy is transportation, energy, water, chemicals and farm-related consulting (Landbrug & 

Fødevarer , 2019). The food-hub has made it possible to do noteworthy contributions in terms of an 

increase of 50% energy effectiveness in comparison to other EU countries. Has created 184000 

workplaces and contributes to 5,2% of the overall Gross National Product (GNP). The interrelated 

industries such a chemicals contribute to a high quality level of pesticide use, medicine for animals, 

better foodstuff for husbandry. The hub has a world-renowned center for udder research through 
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SEGES. There is a strong consolidation and knowledge gathering that might be unique to the 

Danish market. (Landbrug & Fødevarer , 2019) 

 

 Government:  
The overall requirements and bureaucracy in the agriculture industry in Denmark is high, with more 

than 136 different central dates and deadlines, farmers are hard pressed to deliver on the many rules 

(Overgaard, 2018). Essentially every second day there is an important deadline to fill and failure to 

comply, will lead to subtraction on subsidies and punitive fees. There are 105 regulations that 

failure to comply to will lower your subsidy. There are 29 regulations on environmental standards 

and 45 related to animal wellbeing (Miljø og Fødevareministeriet, 2020). The government has a 

focus on Green and Organic Produce, which means they will open up for new investments in 

agriculture regarding solutions that can bring more compliance to Sustainable Developmental Goals 

and other CO2 Reduction initiatives. (landbrugsavisen.dk, 2020).  To adhere to the government 

regulation is of high importance to the farmer, since the subsidies that full compliance give, is the 

largest budgetary post in the farm. 62% of the revenue generated from the farm is from EU 

Subsidies alone, which is above the EU average. (Nørtoft, 2020) 

 

 Chance 
There are from the viewpoint of this paper both Threats and Opportunities for the farmer. There is 

the threat of increased legislation and increased bureaucracy in terms of the Government’s strategy 

to decrease national CO2 Emissions. There are threats from EU Legislation in regards to increased 

demands for farmers to protect water-resources. There are threats in regards to decreased return on 

land, as soil-degradation eats away arable farmland and desertification sets in due to climate 

changes (Alisher Mirzabaev, 2019). However the same threat poses an unique opportunity as 

decreased supply in combination with increased demand in terms of population growth (Marketline, 

2020) will lead to better prices on produce and overall create a more seller-focused market. 

Technology remains an opportunity with increased usage of Drones, Satellite and IT tools, that can 

optimize input to production productivity, as better tools make it easier to measure, organize and 

administrate the many different inputs in production.  
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 Summary on Porters Diamond.  
Considering we have not done a comparative analysis with another country so its difficult to assess 

if there exist a comparative advantage of nations at present, but we can say it seems like, there exist 

a high degree of sophistication among Danish farmers and that the demands from the market are 

strict.  

 

 Overview of the scope.  
In 2019 there was 9.563 fulltime farms in Denmark, where 8.937 of them where conventional and 

626 where organic. (Landbrugs Avisen, 2019) which is a decrease in farms over the last 5 years. 

The average size of a farm depending on it being convention or organic range form between 192 – 

208,7 Hectare, with a gross turnover of 6808,1 Thousand Danish Krones on average. (Danmarks 

Statistik, 2020). Depending on which numbers we use and depending on the papers understanding 

of a farm, there can be measured 33607 fields in Denmark. Of those fields(Bedrifter), just 1.127 has 

more than 400 hectares in comparison to the 7300 that has around 5 – 9 hectares. (Danmarks 

Statistik, 2019). These numbers show that there exist many farms in Denmark, albeit many of them 

being small in comparison to farm in foreign nations, such as US and Ukraine. In the Ukraine an 

average farm is More than 40% of Ukraine’s farmland is cultivated by farms that are more than 

500 hectares, with farms of 2,500 hectares or more not uncommon. This compares with an average 

EU farm size of just 17 hectares. (ADAMA, 2020). In the US; n 2017, there were approximately 

2.05 million farms across the country, down from 12,000 the previous year, according to the USDA. 

Today, the average farm size is 444 acres. (https://www.usfarmdata.com/, 2020). These numbers 

not just tells us, that farms vary in size but also vary across geographical boundaries. Farms in 

Denmark are highly efficient even if, they are small, but we assume that the difference in size also 

reflect different types of farming, such as pigs, milk and agriculture. Overall there is an increase in 

revenue of the farms and we believe there is a high degree of automation within Danish agriculture 

that continues to make Danish farming relevant also in an international scope (Appendix table 1.1:) 

As we can see from this study and table 1.1. in the Appendix. (Vidø & Schou, 2019) and from what 

we can understand from (Rasmussen, 2010). With a production increase of 4% per year on cash 

crops. The increase in the ability and productivity of Danish farms seems to be due to a mix of 

technological factors and changes in input and output choices.  
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 The TOP 2% 
Seges is an innovation and knowledge hub for Danish Agriculture (SEGES, 2020) that have sought 

to report on potential pathways for growth, hidden potential and possible development paths for 

Danish Agriculture by analyzing the top 2% of Danish Farmers (Ivan Damgaard, 2020). The report 

has 11 themes that serves as an idea catalogue but also as a short analysis of main trends within 

Danish Agriculture. The themes consist of; the human aspect, strong economic focus, the good 

farming 2.0, management, locality, diversified risks, specialization, networks, technology, good 

consulting and raising capital.  

There are 77 members as part of Danish Farmers Abroad with farms in other countries than 

Denmark (Danish Farmers Abroad, 2020), if we look at the total number of farms in Denmark 

(Danmarks Statistik, 2019) then there are 9.563 fulltime farms in Denmark, meaning that these 

foreign farms on Danish hands represent 0,8% of the total population of Danish owned farms. We 

have not done a full analysis of all 77 foreign farms or even a statistically significant number of 

cases studies, yet we can compare those we have to say something general about the TOP 2% and 

the 0,8% foreign farms. We do this, we want to see, if it’s the same OLI constellation between both 

groups of farms. If they are somewhat comparable, we could say, that beyond the direct 

constellations of advantages that give rise to foreign owned farms, that it takes a specific standard 

of performance to even consider opening a brown or greenfield in East Europe.  

The TOP 2% of farms are farmers that are well-established but does not necessarily have a 

background in farming. They look for other opportunities than simply purchase land. They have a 

strong focus on the bottom-line, over half of the TOP 2% make their own accounting and invest 

their excess value in investments and hedge risks. There is a general trend from low-cost production 

to higher degrees of transparency and high-quality goods. The employees are the biggest asset in 

production and there is a focus on good management, such that the farm can operate itself. It is 

important to maintain and attract talent and have a non-formal relationship between employee and 

employer. It is common, that the TOP 2% tries to take up other parts of the value chain besides 

strictly focusing on production of raw inputs, such as corn, milk or pigs alone. They diversify their 

main produce with other investments, in order to minimize risk, but still retain a focus on farming 

as their main production. In order to maximize the bottom-line, there is a strong focus on cost-

benefit analysis in order to find possible savings and increase production. The TOP 2% organize 

themselves in business networks that help with sharing experience, create trust, and educate 

themselves on best-practice and good management. Technology plays an important role for the TOP 
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2% but they implement it carefully and use it to support rather than replace current ways of 

conducting farming. The TOP 2% only purchase half as much consulting as the TOP 15%, instead 

of using consulting firms, they spare with their suppliers, retailers and other important stakeholders 

in their value-chain. Finally farmers are experiencing that more capital funds and other investment 

opportunities is open to them, as there might be a cultural shift ongoing, where before the farmer 

owned all of the equity of the farm, to a more leveraged model with other investors onboard. The 

TOP 2% consist of farmers with a profit of more than 2 Million DKK, that has a current ratio of 

90%, most are privately owned companies, with a majority of crop heavy farms (Ivan Damgaard, 

2020). 

 

Conclusion on Chapter 2.  

We learned, that there is a significant difference between the normal farm and the outperforming 

farm, that there is a trend towards are more professionalized farm and that the strength of Danish 

agriculture resides in O and I advantages, but specifically I advantages. The overall market 

conditions are strict and demands a high degree of efficiency from the producer, possibly with the 

adoption of new methods and tools for production. In order to explain why Danish farms move to 

Eastern Europe, we can say, that there might be a competitive advantage as being a Danish farm, 

that create the foundation for a FDI outflow to take place.  
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Chapter 3. Case Studies 

Introduction to Chapter 3.  
In this chapter we will assess the status of FDI in Eastern Europe by conducting interviews and 

present them as case studies. We have 4 case studies taken at random from some of the farms 

present in East Europe with Danish ownership, which we have conducted a semi-structured 

interview on. The cases will be presented first with an introduction to its background and then we 

will analyze the case according to the OLI-Framework. Lastly, we will sum it all up in a short 

conclusion. 
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 CASE STUDY #1 Tom Axelgaard 

 Case Background: 
 

Tom Axelgaard founded and has been the CEO of Axzon which later incorporated into the 

company Goodvalley A/S – a multinational flagship that reigns across East Europe. The story of 

Tom Axelgaard represents a generation of farmers rooted in Danish culture, that took what is best 

about Danish agricultural practices and applied it to solve global problems. 

In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s Tom Axelgaard, one of the most influential pioneers of farming 

in East Europe, began to formulate a critique of how farming was conducted: There was an 

overproduction of food and products in the European Union, which was not distributed fairly on a 

global scale but instead sent to waste at large stockpiles and reserves. Money was spent on 

importing cheap fodder for husbandry from around the globe, shipped on container ships or trucked 

across the world, rather than produced locally and efficiently. It was initially the plan for Tom 

Axelgaard to travel to Africa to help develop the agricultural sector in those countries in a 

collaboration with Danida and Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke. In his critique of global value chains, 

where rich western countries could import food from across the globe for the use of fodder, while 

large parts of the global community lived in starvation, there was this key observation that it was 

simply not a sustainable business practice to use so many resources on shipping and that there was 

much more value to be found by producing locally.  

In the 1989 the Berlin wall fell and with the fall of the iron curtain, many former Soviet States 

where on their way to reintegrate into the West. The transitory economies of the former Soviet, 

where still highly inefficient and there where many issues in terms of production, work culture and 

overall incentive structures which where unresolved as part of moving from a planned economy to a 

free market economy.  

Driven by his own curiosity, Tom Axelgaard went to the European breadbasket, Ukraine, known for 

its chernozem(Black Earth). He was mostly interested in foreign pig farming methods but found 

mostly neglected farms and farm equipment in Ukraine.        
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The actual state of pig farming in Ukraine saw a sharp increase in production toward the 1989, but 

dropped rapidly year-over-year in the period 1989 -1993. (The World Bank, 1994). Since then there 

has been a gradual industrialization of the pig farming in Ukraine (Robin Gray, 2019): 

 

The transition from a planned economy to a free market economy has not been easy for Ukraine, the 

trip to Ukraine for Tom Axelgaard showed him a struggling economy that could be comparable to 

other transitory states in East Europe, with a high demand and unfulfilled supply for pork meat. He 

became aware that due to necessity, that many locals had to produce their own pigs and/or steal 

food from the farms in order to get enough food. Not only where there not sufficient industrialized 

production, it was also hopelessly inefficient, and it was not comparable to a Danish standard of 

production. This inspired him to go back to Denmark and invite a group of entrepreneurial, 
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experienced, and resourceful Danish farmers to go with him to Poland. The reason they did not go 

to Ukraine, which he had just visited, was because that the overall infrastructure and circumstances 

in Ukraine was simply too damaged from years in the Soviet Union. Poland was comparable in 

terms of production, demand and supply, but with a much better infrastructure and proximity to 

Denmark.  

After a couple of days in Poland, the group of investors and farmers are certain, that it is possible to 

use Danish technology and expertise to lift production. The result is the founding of Axzon and 

subsequent purchase of a farm. The entry into Poland was met by difficult legislation, bureaucracy, 

hostility from local farmers and an undisciplined workforce.  

 Axzon’s initial mode of entry was to establish a green-field operation but in order to expand further 

they had to lease farms due to restrictive legislation. Initially the direct management was a small 

team of Danish Farmers and a half-Polish half Danish Farmer, it was evident quickly that access to 

the local language and knowledge of local culture was an important part in the establishment of the 

farm. However due to the difference in expertise between the Danish owners and the local 

workforce, it was necessary to delegate managerial leadership.  

Tom Axelgaard stresses, that the best-practice is to have one leader of a farm, that the employees 

are responsible to in order to have a clean chain of command and mode of communication 

(Mortensen, 2020). Teaching employees was important for the new green-field and even more so, it 

was important to establish trust between management and staff, so the farm could be run efficiently 

without the Danish owners being present at the farm every day. In order to foster loyalty it was 

important to be clear in communication and to treat staff properly. It is important to reward loyal 

behavior, since the farm was managed from abroad and you must trust, that the employees will 

follow through on their work. It was also important to be ‘’hands-on’’ and be present at the farm 

regularly since there was culture gap and leadership had to be exemplified. When loyalty had been 

earned, the local managers could be trusted and was their weight worth in gold. Goodvalley has 

later expanded into Ukraine, where they bought up Danosho in 2018 fullfilling the long term goal of 

its founder to build a farm in Ukraine, today Goodvalley is a multinational company with farms in 

Poland, Ukraine and Russia (Axzon A/S, 2018).  With the name change the company’s chairman 

Anders Christen Obel, says   

“Axzon was founded on the idea of creating an efficient and sustainable agricultural business 

based on Danish knowledge and technology combined with the attractive conditions in our markets 
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in Eastern Europe. Since the foundation in 1994, the Group’s subsidiaries have generated strong 

results and been able to attract, educate and retain the right employees, deliver high-quality 

products and simultaneously improve animal welfare and health, while reducing the impact on the 

environment. That is the legacy we will build on and strengthen further by establishing Goodvalley 

as one common name and brand,”  (Axzon A/S, 2018). Restating mission and vision and 

underscoring that the core pillar the company is built on is its employees.  

 

 O-Advantage 

The company had initially a good financial backing by a group of farmers interested in opening a 

new farm in Poland. The method of financing was equity for shares, which enabled them to open a 

green field. Later it was possible to use brownfields as a method for expansion by using the funds 

from the cash flow surplus and continued interest of investors. It was possible to gain the interest 

later of IFU and other public funds as the company grew. A major ownership advantage is, that 

Goodvalley owns it entire supply chain from pig fodder to slaughter of pigs, but if we look at the 

initial conditions, there was not many strong ownership advantages beyond the ability to establish a 

green field early in Poland. The internalization of supply chain with subsidiaries being funded by 

IFU and IFC came only later (Axzon A/S,, 2016), (Johannisson, 2018).   

 

 L-Advantage 
There seems to have been a window of opportunity after the fall of the Berlin wall, which sparked 

various location advantages across East Europe. The location advantages such as under-developed 

domestic performance of swine production, cheap labor and decent brownfields attracted not only 

Tom Axelgaard but also sparked the interest of the entrepreneurial farmers that went with him to 

East Europe. It is also important to note Tom Axelgaard’s concerns about climate, logistics and 

waste of resources that lead to import of fodder, which gave rise to his interest in producing locally. 

There where advantages in the form of cost savings, that enabled the farms to operate cheaper than 

those in Denmark, when we consider import, export and cost of labor. The location specific 

advantage was strongest in Poland, but the attractive soil-type found in Ukraine was definitely a 

strong motivator too for the move to East Europe, however Ukraine was not easily exploited as 

Poland due to lack of proper infrastructure.  
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 I-Advantage 
 The core advantage that the company had, was how it interacted with its employees, tackled 

cultural differences and liability of foreignness. The management had to show, that they engaged 

with their employees and had their back, since there was a cultural clash between leadership 

practices between how farms where managed in Denmark and Poland.  

 Considering The Double Swing model of intercultural communication (Yoshikawa, 1987), we see 

that leadership was engaged initially in a Control-Mode, since the farm where initially under direct 

management from the Danish Owners and then only much later became managed by local 

employees. it is not a sufficient management practice, where management resides in Denmark and 

often has to travel between Denmark and Poland, since management has to be present on the farm 

every day. Therefore, Management must foster unity and by communicating clearly, listen to the 

needs of the employee and respond to their needs by showing leadership. Showing leadership is to 

follow-through on actions promised, to foster a new identity with the employees as engaged. In the 

planned economy, they were used to Direct Modes of communication and control, but a Danish 

Managerial practice is to let employees take on responsibility and be self-motivated, this concept 

would be foreign to the local culture, but can be achieved by moving ‘’Back-and-forth’’, showing 

and embody good leadership and expecting the same from the employees, but listening to their 

needs and responses too. Within the Intercultural Communication Model, we talk about 

communication and the creation of a new identity as a Mobius-Strip or as an infinite process, it 

takes time and more energy to create loyalty, trust and communication, but it is itself worth in gold. 

This in itself constitute an internalization advantage, since its expensive and slowly build up over 

time. It is the process of internalization itself, that we try to model and to explain as an important 

factor for the success of Axzon, later Goodvalley.       

One of the main lessons and key points to understand the success of Axzon despite the clear 

liability of foreignness that the local culture was, is that Axzon did a lot to be engaged locally and 

be present in the local community, by supporting local event and sports.  

Tom Axelgaard remarks, that the way we solve the issues of sustainability, the Agricultural-Crisis 

but also more practical circumstances such as expanding into a new market, is to think the whole 

value chain through, to see the big picture of your role as a company in the local community and in 

the world. It is important to understand the people you work with and to inspire them, Tom 
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Axelgaard noted, he has been inspired in his practice as a CEO and founder of a multinational 

company by Mcgregors X Y Theory.  

McGregors X Y theory is a theory about managerial expectations to employees work performance, 

that there exist two types of managers X and Y. X is very ‘’Hands-On’’ and Y is about managing 

using workers own inherent motivation. Its hypothesized that Y is greater than X. (Ramesh Kumar 

Moona Haji Mohamed, 2013) , which follow similar theories to Maslows Pyramid of Needs and 

Herzbergs two factor theory. The notion is that it is better to have employees that wants to work, 

rather than to force them to work. One thing is to hire employees that is participative and has the 

right values from the start, but it is also important to foster the right values as a leader. This is where 

Maslow and Herzberg believe, that humans is only concerned about survival before they think 

about being a ‘’Good Worker’’ (Pardee, 1990). When employees steal or mis-manage in the 

workplace especially in the transitory economies such as Poland, Ukraine and Romania, it is 

because of lack of safety. A good manager will give security but expect loyalty. 

As the largest employer in the local community, Axzon and later Goodvalley experienced, that it 

was not just about giving money, it was about supporting schools, sports clubs and help build 

infrastructure. This combined with exceptional leadership, has given them access to a rich market 

where cost of production is lower, and the margins are higher. They continue to take leaps toward a 

more sustainable future with a strong vision about the environment and is a leader within the pig 

farming industry 

.   

 Summary   
 

Summary list of advantages Advantage: 

Ownership: Ability to source finance by grouping together 

a group of interested farmers. Fully owned 

value chain. Available brown-fields.  

Location: Cheap labor and fixed costs. Soil-type, 

transportation as a main driver, low domestic 

production.  
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 CASE STUDY #2 – Lars V. Drescher, CEO Premium Porc 

 Case Background:  
Premium Pork International A/S is the second largest producer of pork meat in Romania, with 150 

Million Euro invested in a total of 11 subsidiaries in a vertical integration, that employs 450+ 

employees and produce 600,000+ pigs a year. The growth has been extraordinary rapid with market 

entry in 2006 and in just 14 years it has achieved enormous success, with a yearly turnover of 66 

million Euro. (Premium Porc Group, 2020)  

Lars V. Drescher Vice Chairman of Danish Farmers Abroad, CEO of Premium Pork International 

A/S tells how he got involved in Rumania; in the late 1990 and beginning of 2000, there was a strict 

regulatory environment in Denmark that made pig farming in Denmark rather difficult, with strict 

size restrictions of pig farms. It was therefore necessary to look abroad, if one wanted to expand 

further than what was allowed in Denmark. It was not Lars specifically which got the idea, to 

expand to Romania, rather it was a colleague of his. The decision to move  to Romania was backed 

by more than 100 investors, that saw potential in opening a farm, considering that Rumania was 

seeking to become part of the EU in 2005-2006 with a final membership of the EU in 2007 

(europa.eu, 2020), there was a lot of potential to operate in Romania.  

The farms in Romania operate at a high level of CSR-Compliance, Environmental and Biohazard 

standards equal to or higher than Danish production standards. The principle and main reason to 

expand to Romania was the high perceive local demand for meat in the local market. Considering 

the high demand for meat, the cheap cost of labor and the ability to operate a large industrialized 

farm with no limit to scale-of-economies, there was plenty of incentives to try to expand to foreign 

market even if, there was limited knowledge and no real supporting network or diaspora of other 

Danish farms in the country.  

In Denmark in 2000-2010 there was a high price on agricultural land, but in Romania the price per 

hectare was quite low. The soil in Romania had been mistreated during the communist era, the 

farms where unkept and from an entirely different century in terms technological proficiency. This 

meant, that it was cheap to buy and or lease old farms and refurbish them to a Danish standard, in 

Internalization: Internalization of talent by good management 

practices, local initiatives, infrastructure. 

Supply chain. Sustainability initiatives.  
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comparison to establish an entirely new green field. Therefore, the main mode of entry was to 

establish brown fields and upscale them to a sufficiently large size with modern equipment. Even 

after considering the many costs and the money spend on overcoming a draconic bureaucracy from 

the soviet era, it was still cheaper to move to Romania than to build a farm of equal size in 

Denmark.  

The overall cost of labor was also cheaper but the main reason to move production to Romania was, 

that Romania had a large import of pork meat from the outside. By hosting a full value-chain within 

the country there would be huge savings on transportation and handling, while also reaping the 

benefit of being able to supply a starving market. This gave a premium on pork meat while also 

contributing cost savings.  

The establishment of production in Romania was not without difficulties. Firstly, they had to 

manage an entirely new regulatory environment with a lot of bureaucracy, that even if it did not 

have same restrictions as the Danish environment, was still a hindrance to entry. Along with a new 

regulatory environment, there was an entirely foreign cultural environment, which was like other 

transitory economies in Eastern Europe but worsened further by the high economic inequality in the 

country. (Georgeta, 2015) 

 

The largest liability of foreignness was the perceived lack of relational and societal trust. It was not 

uncommon that workers stole everything from pigs to the metal roof of the farms, there where 

instances where the local community which the company became embedded in, had a high degree 

of trade in the exchange of natural goods and services rather than a currency, which highlighted the 
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apparent poverty of the society. The overall work culture was also different, which meant that in the 

beginning it was necessary to use extra resources on management and teaching. Adapting to 

challenges was very much a process of ‘’Learning-by-doing’’ with sparring from Danish Farmers 

Abroad and experiences from farmers in similar markets. It was necessary to have permanent 

security on some of the farms.  

Finally, there was the issue of corruption that had become embedded in the society. Navigating in 

that arena of relations that was built on corruption was chosen to not be engaged in. It became a 

policy to keep things clear and not partake in corruptive pracitces, even if that meant that the 

bureaucracy become much more difficult to navigate in.  

 

 O -Advantages 
The group that constituted the investments into Romania had before entry also a presence in 

Canada, which they later pulled out of. The move from Canada to Romania could mean, that they 

did have machinery and other tools, which might have constituted an ownership advantage, but its 

more realistic to just consider the entry into Romania as a blank slate. If we look at it this way, there 

is no chance that Premium Porc had any other real ownership advantage beside the large amount of 

capital at their disposal. Machinery, tools, pigs etc. had to be bought off the market, if that is true, 

then any similar investor could potentially have had access to the same choices of purchases, that 

would constitute the farms that would be present in Romania.  

Of course, this is not entirely true, since the knowledge to purchase specific machinery and the 

expertise to operate it, is an intangible asset, but we will cover that during I-Advantages. We must 

be clear, that when we consider O-Advantages we speak of blueprints, licenses, brands and other 

intangible assets and not generalized knowledge. 

The amount of capital is a major ownership advantage, which meant that it was possible to 

negotiate with both investors and banks, to gain favorable interests on loans and other debt-

financing. Considering the volume of capital, Premium Porc was distinctly at an advantage in 

comparison to both local Danish farmers and local Romanian farmers.  
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 L- Advantages 
Lars V. Drescher comment multiple times in the interview, the importance using high quality 

Danish Pigs, that they import Danish veterinarians for check-ups, that they use Danish standards in 

production such as, amount of fertilization, amount of medicine and antibiotics, safety standards 

and etc. Also the company website has a clear, direct and ambitious CSR strategy 

(https://premiumporc.com/, 2020). It is noted that the CSR strategy was not consumer driven, but 

rather a choice in how the general attitude to production was. Since there was observed to be 

widespread poverty in Romania, the overall sophistication of the consumer was not that high.    

The location advantage is in the case of Premium Porc dual, meaning that; the company see 

Denmark as an import advantage, as they could procure talent, machinery, medicine and other 

important inputs from Denmark, that gained the success of entry into the Romanian market, which 

also in itself constitute an advantage. The country of origin, Denmark, meant that Premium Porc 

had access to an unique corporate DNA of high standards of managing pig farms, and that investors 

and management had a deep knowledge of the use of technology. Lars mentions that it is 

specifically unique, that we in Denmark have the Cooperative Movement, which meant that most of 

the investors where actual farmers rather than outsiders. The diaspora of investors become a 

knowledge base in and of itself, which the company can rely on to overcome challenges, its entire 

network of investors where therefore a network with a lot of utility. Furthermore, it is noted, that 

expectations towards how chemicals, medicine and other inputs where used, where specifically 

inspired by farming methods from Denmark, where Danish farmers are some of the most frugal and 

environmental aware farmers in the world. Having a Danish DNA and Denmark as a country of 

origin is a specific and powerful location advantage, which has formed how the entry strategy into 

Romania was.  

Romania and the choice of market is also location advantage, since there was a high local demand 

for pork and that prices for both land and labor was low enough to not just make a venture viable, 

but also highly profitable. Since it was possible to reap scale of economies and with the integration 

into the EU meaning, that within a few years it would be easy to export meat at a low production 

cost.  
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 I-Advantages 
 It is the viewpoint of this paper, from what has been gained from the interview, that maybe the 

most important factor for the success of Premium Porc is the staggering amount of embedded 

knowledge and expertise that Lars and his team brought with them to Romania. There was a will to 

be engaged in the local community, to uphold animal welfare standards, to treat employees properly 

and thereby gain their loyalty, but also the will to share knowledge and learn from other farmers in 

similar situations as themselves. The way Danish farmers approach farming, the cooperative 

movement is different, than what the perception of foreign farmer’s approach is. Other farmers 

might be much more ‘’competitive’’ in their mindset, instead of relying on a healthy network of 

equal minded farmers.  

There are clear indications of Internalization advantages, since Premium Porc brought in Danish 

veterinarians rather than using the locals, there had to be an intangible value, which belongs to the 

company. The use of Danish Managers and specialist in the production also indicate, that some 

knowledge was not readily available and that there needed to be codification of the knowledge 

within the company, where local employee had to be taught.  

 

3.1.5 Summary 

 

Summary list of advantages Advantage: 

Ownership: Group Investment, available capital, tools and 

machines from Canada,  

Location: High local demand for pork, cheap labor, cheap 

green and brown fields. Soon to be integrated 

in EU.  

Internalization: Brought specialists from Denmark, animal 

welfare standards, good management practices, 

loyalty.  
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 CASE STUDY #3 Idavang  

 Case Background: 
Jytte Rosenmaj explains in a phone interview, that she had a similar interview years earlier in 2012. 

Which describes their experience with managing farms in Eastern Europe, their journey and their 

exceptional growth. Most of this chapter, will therefore be an abridged version of an excerpt that 

covers Idavang. In order to avoid copyright claims and plagiarism, have we chosen to to write 

abridged content I cursive, such that it is very clear the origin of the content is not primarily ours. 

Furthermore the original text has been added as appendix B1. 

The first farm owned was Særimner a name inspired by Norse mythos, that was opened in Lithuania 

in 1999, which would be the start of an incredible business adventure. Særimner has later be 

renamed Idavang and now spands more than 11 farms (Gården, 2012), with a total 400,000 

sq.meters in pig farms, 9,000 hectares of crops which is more than 1.5 size of Manhatten, that 

produce more than 800,000 pigs a year, that use 260,000 tons of feed. (Idavang.com, 2020). The 

production has expanded vertically, so it encompasses everything from production of feed, 

transportation, raising of pigs and butchery. Such that they offer products of live, carcass, offal and 

fertilizers.  

The company was founded by five persons; Ole Bjerremand Hansen, Jytte Rosenmaj, Carsten Lund 

Thomsen, Jørgen Andersen and Claus Baltsersen, with external funding from the World Bank, IFC, 

that owns roughly 20% of company stock. With the exist of Jørgen Andersen the company is now 

run by four, where they are all farmer beside Jytte Rosenmaj operating CEO with a background in 

accounting and management. Jytte explains, that they have never paid out dividends (Gården, 

2012), the company has had a solid growth since its inception in 1999 with a starting capital of 800 

Thousand Euro, with a new brown field every year to second year and in 2018 Idavang listed a 

corporate bond on Nasdaq. The company focuses on the Lithuanian and Russian market with a 

group revenue of 99,518,000 EUR, with 54% of revenue accounted by the Lithuanian market and 

46% by the Russian market (Idavang A/S, 2018). 
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Jytte Rosenmaj and Ole Hansen got their first farm in 1983 in Denmark, but Ole Hansen had 

aspiration about operating a farm in South Europe or in the Baltic. Therefore, he went with Jørgen 

Andersen on multiple trips to South and East Europe to prospect the opportunities. The choice of 

establishing a farm in Lithuania resided in, that the country in the 90’s had a very limited domestic 

agricultural production and that domestic productions was still a remnant from the way it had 

operated during planned economy. With the fall of the Soviet Union, liberalization and private 

property reforms, it become possible to buy large areas of land. It was possible to establish brown 

field operations, as the communal farms that was the target, was well preserved and therefore easy 

to take over at limited costs of refurbishing. The first farm was bought at a price of 6 million DKK, 

that could house 8-900 sows, which is extremely cheap and not comparable to todays prices. The 

farm with Danish Know-how and expertise produced a higher amount of pigs than comparable 

local farms, the farm was expanded and gave consistent good cash-flows. (Gården, 2012) It seems 

as if, that they grabbed the window of opportunity and that timing was an important factor for the 

establishment of the first farms.  

- In the period 1983 to 1999, the to-be founders experimented together in cooperation with 

DPL-Invest, with more industrialized methods of production at ‘’GrøndalSvineproduktion’’. 

The different strengths and diversity of skills among the founders is highlighted as success 

criteria for themselves and probably other farmers, by Jytte Rosenmaj, that explains that the 
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ability to have financial proves, managerial capability, innovative mindset and strategic 

ability spread harmoniously among the team, is a clear reason for why they succeeded. 

(Gården, 2012) 

 

O-Advantage:  
At the first investment into Lithuania it was not possible to get IFU to participate as an investor. 

After the successfull demonstration that was Særimner, the first farm, the Cash-flow grew quickly, 

which gave IFU the security needed to continuously investments. The revenue was that good, that 

all loans was quickly paid back. 

‘’IØ[red. IFU] was a preposition for us, that we could go to market in Russia,, - Jytte Rosenmaj 

Furthermore, EKF has via project financing in Danske Bank given guarantees, in order to give 

security. The investment in Pskov was a significant Greenfield investment, with completely new 

buildings. Here IFU was a contributor, but when the farmers heard, that the World Bank wanted to 

increase global food production, the Danishmen took contact, that resulted in the World Bank 

becoming a shareholder of 20% and thereby changing the name of the company from Danish 

Lithuanian Holding to Idavang A/S. The expansion of a farm in Sct. Peterborg with the combined 

expansion of another farm in the region, with preparation of the soil has been calculated as an 

investment the size of approximate 650 Million DKK, where IFC has given approximately 125 

Million DKK. The size of these investment are comparable to other Danish multinational 

companies investment. (Gården, 2012) 

However, initially it was very difficult to find financing for such a project as establishing a farm in 

East Europe. ‘’We where highly active in order to find out, how we could best invest ourselves. 

There where simply no Capital Funds [in 1990], banks demanded a high collateral, therefore it was 

easier to simply self-finance all of it.,, Says Jytte Rosenmaj (Mortensen, 2020) However at the time, 

it was easier to get equity based on ones household, IFU helped and has been very eminent in 

giving structure, financing and documentation, it was to only available financing for risk at the time.  
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L-Advantage:  
’’the opportunity to produce food stuff is enormous. Lithuania is 50% larger than Denmark, but 

only produce 800,000 pigs, whereas we produce over half of the domestic production, exactly 

500,000. In  

Denmark the production is 28 million pigs. Lithuanians eat 2 million pigs a year, so they have to 

import more than half of their domestic consumption. The capacity for production can therefore be 

multiplied many times and pigs can become an export. ,, (Gården, 2012)  

When Idavang also focuses on Russia as a location for pig production, it is because the  scale of 

economies is gigantic. More so than the rest of East Europe. The World Bank is very determined on 

increasing food production globally, according to the World bank and United Nations, it is 

necessary to increase food production by 50% in order to satisfy the demands of a growing global 

middle class. Russia has 150 Million citizens, but the country can feed a billion people. That is why, 

the The World Bank is showing interest in investments in Russia but also Ukraine. (Gården, 2012) 

As we covered earlier in the paper, the approximate necessity for food production increases has 

been raised to 56%, with increasing scarcity on available agricultural land. It seems from the text 

material, that L-Advantage origin from the fact, that the market had a too low domestic production 

viz-a-viz consumption added with the cheap prices on establishing green and brown fields in the 

market.  

 The location itself was in the 1990’s a great advantage, ‘’ There was 2 things that was special at 

that time, there where big differences on equity and it was possible to take large loans in Denmark 

and then go to East Europe, secondly there where some countries in East Europe that simply did not 

manage to produce enough.,, Says Jytte Rosenmaj (Mortensen, 2020) 

With the advantage of equity from Denmark it was possible to buy up brown fields in Lithuania and 

produce fodder, pigs, and construct buildings for the purpose of a fully owned value chain. 

Furthermore, there where some unique toll-rules just after the Berlin-Wall fell, that constituted an 

opportunity for export to the EU, which might have motivated many farmers.  
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 I-Advantage: 
In the first many years, the leaders or daily management was women on the farms, they had a sense 

of responsibility and patience. –‘’They where used to take care of their families and their own small 

plot of land at home, whereas the men where likely to drink. Today, that is no longer a problem to 

find young men with good managerial skill.,, Explains Claus Baltersen in an interview. (Gården, 

2012) 

He consider the management of a modern pig farm equivalent to a normal business. Management 

has almost become more important, than other professional competencies. ‘’We are roughly 700 

co-workers in Lithuania and Russia. To make them all function efficienctly is the most important 

task for me, and that it is extraordinary important to find talents, which we can educate and train, 

so they can have different positions,, - Says Claus Baltersen. (Gården, 2012) 

Clause Baltersen has later resigned and his position as CEO has been given a Lithuanian, since the 

company want to signal that they are Lithuanian, even though the owners are Danish. (Gården, 

2012) There is a very clear indication of Liability of Foreigness, where the company is seen as 

exogenous entity, in order to overcome this challenge, the company has among many choices, 

chosen to camouflage itself. The liability of foreigness is also seen, when we consider; 

That Idavang almost constitute a faux monopoly, as it is almost impossible today to get a new 

permit for the construction of a new pig farm. It will likely take a generation, before the Lithuanians 

begin to see pig farming as an important economic factor (Gården, 2012) 

Idavang have an ambitious CSR-Strategy and the slogan of their report 2019 is: ‘’ Now the world 

sees how important agriculture is,, (Idavang, 2019) the company values to participate in the local 

communities, to be a good employer and to ensure high quality meat. Its values could be described 

as typical Danish values, especially when we consider the importance of the Local Communities, 

Respect and Trust, Transparency but also uncommon items to CSR as Continuous Development. 

(Idavang, 2019) 

Since the World Bank is involved as a shareholder it is not surprising to find a series of Sustainable 

Development Goals or SDG’s as a core part of the overall strategy. The company embody 

conscientious capitalistic ideals and seems to have a CSR regime for each part of its value chain.  
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In an interview, Jytte Rosenmaj says ‘’ It is normally larger entities that go to East Europe, one 

need an independent organization, a normal management regime. It is just that, there is a need for 

traditional management methods. Via Danish Farmers Abroad there has been leadership courses, 

that enabled a ‘’Standard of performance,, there is a need for politics and visions when managing a 

company the size of Idavang,, (Mortensen, 2020). There have been a larger internalization effort, 

where values, visions and operation procedures have been embedded into the organization, via 

exercises with Danish Farmers Abroad and within the organization itself.  This has been important 

because: 

‘’The Danish leadership style was different from East European ‘’Zero Error’’ culture, when it is 

different in the Danish mindset, to be able to take risk, responsibility and be able to erroneous 

decisions. It is okay to make mistakes, not all the time, but some of the time. That was difficult to 

change, it took years.  Values are an important part of a CSR-Structure, it is important to be part of 

the local community. Even without The World Bank, we would have implemented CSR, it was 

probably rather IFU that helped set some standards for Danish Agriculture, so one is presented 

more professionally. This has also led to Danish Farmers Abroad to educate on CSR. If you are a 

modern Agriculture, you must tell the world who you are. ,, (Mortensen, 2020) 

From the interview we gather, that CSR is firstly not a direct product of the investors background 

but serves as an important part of the internalization effort. Company values are embedded into a 

structure, which coincidentally is CSR. CSR serves to provide structure and ‘’professionalize’’ the 

company internally and externally. And it is highlighted, in the interview with Jytte Rosenmaj, that 

the network within Danish Farmers Abroad serves as a knowledge sharing platform, ‘’Danish 

Farmers Abroad have especially been important for professionalize the unions members. After a 

education program have there often been created networks forums, where members can meet a 

couple of times a year.,, (Mortensen, 2020) 

The union Danish Farmers Abroad serves as a unique Internalization advantage, with members 

sharing knowledge, tacit understandings and experience which empowers the members to conquer 

East Europe. It also serves to train members organizations and as an overall forum for talking 

points related to operating a Danish owned company in East Europe. There is a clear linkage 

between Danish Farmers Abroad and the values incorporated into the members companies. 

Idavang manages the company as if, it was a Danish company and sets a high standard for 

operations, there seems to be a lot of embedded knowledge and internalized information in the 
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values stated in the CSR Strategy and day-to-day management, that knowledge which gives a clear 

I-Advantage is the ability, to produce more pigs than local farmers and to do this, at a high 

standard. Jytte Rosenmaj highlights many times, good management practices as a core competency, 

and Danish managerial mindset or the knowledge taught at Danish Farmers Abroad might be the 

real main advantage, Since the success is built on ‘’Good Farming’’. 

 

Summary   
Idavang had to establish Brown and Greenfield across Lithuania and Russia, while doing so they 

encountered liability of foreignness and initially had to self-finance the first farm. The challenge 

would for many seem insurmountable, but with an unique combination of advantages they 

overcome all challenges and are now a true multinational company with 700+ employees. The 

company has an almost full vertical supply chain (Idavang.com, 2020), where they prioritize 

training their employee’s to embody, the company’s values.   

 

Summary list of advantages Advantage: 

Ownership: Self-financed, greenfield available, possible 

brown fields after establishment 

Location: Window of opportunity, cheap brown and 

green fields, toll specific advantages.  

Internalization: CSR-strategy, Good Management, fully 

internalized supply chain. Network – Danish 

Farmers Abroad.  
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 CASE STUDY #4 Johannes. V. Hansen  

 Case Background: 
 Former CEO of DPL Invest and currently head of the Secretariat of Danish Farmers Abroad 

(THOMSEN, 2019), Johannes has been part of multiple investment into expansion of farms across 

Europe, as he has completed construction of 28 commercial pig farms. He has decades of 

experience in relation to farming and pig farming especially, with multiple achievements as a first-

mover and a pioneer, he has introduced and developed the Multisite System to Denmark (jbequity, 

2020) 

DPL Invest is a subsidiary company of Danhatch owned by DLG and Danish Agro 

(landbrugsavisen, 2014). DPL Invest started in 1989 and owned by multiple pension funds and 

banks until 2001 where it was sold to 1-3 agro-companies (Hansen, 2020), Johannes entered the 

company in 1995 and then later in 2009 exited his position in the company, which at that time had 

17 different production entities, 500.000 pigs and revenue of 600 million DKK (maskinbladet, 

2009).  

During his time in the company, DPL Invest, he invested in 27 pig productions, where one where 

located in East-Germany and Slovakia. At maximum the company produced 25.000 sows and 

700.000 piglets a year with roughly 300 employees where over half where stationed in East Europe. 

DPL Invest, Dansk Primær Landbrug Invest, was founded in 1989 and has helped establish many 

farms by giving risk-taking capital to new farmers (effektivtlandbrug, 2002). As part of giving the 

capital, the cooperation with DPL Invest entails a different capital structure so the company is partly 

owned by the farmer and the rest by DPL via a shareholder agreement. (Information, 1998)  

‘’More and more producers choose the company structure because it is easier to implement a 

generation change. Therefore, a son or operation manager enter the company and gradually own it. 

Another model is, that more large producers go together into a company with a larger production. I 

believe, that in the future it will be very normal retain swine production in corporations. Because 

there are too few young farmers that can raise enough capital to start their own swine production.,, 

say Johannes V. Hansen in an interview (Information, 1998) 

But, after entering into DPL Invest in the beginning of 1995 and throughout his work within the 

company, there was a large political and interest-based animosity against the company. Since it was 
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the goal of the company to combat to Cooperative Movement, by introducing classical capital 

structures into the way farms where operated. (Mortensen, 2020) 

 In Denmark at the time, there was legislation that made it impossible to have large industrial 

complexes of pig production, which meant that Johannes had to introduce the Multi Site system, 

where pig production where spread out across multiple farms and households. It was a system 

introduced from America and which was one of the primary investments the company made and a 

technical loophole in Danish legislation to farm enough piglets. However, the system was 

insufficient and there was a continuous wish to increase the size of the farms. The idea was pitched 

to the pension funds, TopDanmark and AP pension and there was raised 81 million DKK in 

shareholder capital together with Erik Jantzen. The idea to go abroad was realized in 2001/2002.  

The first farm in East-Germany meant far less legislation, better prices and was primarily bought 

via Brown Field investments. It meant a lot of square meters which where not available in Denmark 

but required a Danish management and education for the newly hired German employees. More 

challenges where also to come since it was not possible to layoff the German staff. In Slovakia they 

experienced that they had not bought the land, that the farms where laying on, so they had to 

renegotiate with more than 100 owners that all owned small parts of the land.  

In order to solve the challenges that was inherent in the liability of foreignness, which they 

experienced. They had to establish a professional organization and have a lawyer employed to deal 

with the bureaucracy of establishing a farm in Slovakia. It was a colossal undertaking and what had 

been an attractive market turned out to be more expensive, than what was initially thought.  

East-Germany and especially Slovakia had been attractive markets, because there was lower 

domestic production than consumption. It was believed to be a loss of 50 -80% loss of domestic 

production during the communistic regimes and therefore was a rich opportunity with cheap labor, 

good prices and much more. But it was very expensive since the employee’s stole so much, that one 

had to hire a private security firm to monitor the farm, which was also often part of a criminal 

network. The newly hired employees had to retrained and it took time to gain the loyalty and get 

trust from the employees. In order to manage these challenges, there had to be sent more Danish 

employees down to the farms and have an entire management lead by Danish farmers. In order to 

understand the severity of the situation, it was common to dump pig excrements in the rivers rather 

than to use it, as a means of fertilization. The lack of farming expertise was widespread and even 
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though the farms are now operated well and has a management mostly consisting of locals, there 

where large challenges to overcome before it became success. 

Today Johannes V. Hansen is part of the cooperative movement as a shareholder of other farms in 

East Europe. Where one of the farms he is part of has gained the national CSR-Prize in Romania. 

Johannes mentions,  that it is important to have an entirely different mindset to farming, that it is 

important to do daily accounting, sharp registration of the current production, that it has required a 

professional administration with a CEO, an economist and an accountancy. It is unique, that the 

farms have a board and regularly check the organization which must have higher standards of 

operating, since there has to be extra control with biosafety, biohazards and theft. He believes, that 

it is also unique that Danish viz-a-viz Dutch farmers has done large investments into East Europe 

rather single investments.     

 

 O-Advantages 

DPL Invest had a large backing of banks and investment funds before being sold of, which could 

deliver sufficient capital and it was therefore easy to raise funds. With 81 million DKK it have the 

largest of initial funds in comparison to the other case companies. Its main mode of entry was 

brown field investments and had access to rich opportunities of transferring skilled labor and other 

ressources to the new fields. The company’s access to capital gave it an advantage in the home 

market and abroad, there where rich experience with managing multiple sites through the Multi Site 

system use in Denmark. The capital available also helped circumvent liability of foreignness, as it 

was possible to easily hire security at the farm and also cover the costs of renegotiation of land 

ownership. There was also an ownership advantage in an already established organization, with 

legal, accounting and other functions covered, that where able to sustain operations abroad.  

Later, the cooperative movement served as method for organizing the farm in Romania which gave 

access to knowledge sharing and a large diaspora of investors pooling money and resources 

together.  
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 L-Advantages 

There where huge cost-savings in comparison to cost on labor, but even more so, the regulatory 

environment made it possible to build a large enough pig-farm which could not be build in the 

home country. Other L-advantages were the ability to purchase cheap brownfields from the post-

communist era, which meant cost to start production where lower than to establish an entire new 

green-field. The most important aspect was there was a high local demand, meaning that it was easy 

to find higher prices on pork and ability to grow easily within the market.  

 

 I-Advantages 

DPL Invest had access to an already existing organization which took care of administration, that 

was used to operating the Multi Site System, which means there where rich embedded organization 

knowledge of how to manage multiple farms at once. We observe that there might not have been 

much ‘’new’’ in operating a site in viz-a-viz operating a site in i.e. Germany, when we look at the 

administration of the farm. Of course, there were significant liability of foreignness encountered, 

that meant that operating a farm in Germany is not comparable to operating a farm in Denmark. But 

it was definitely an advantage that there already existed a strong organization that gave the 

necessary advantages needed to circumvent problems encountered. Another strong resource was the 

ability to hire in Danish specialists, which could take up an entire layer of daily management of the 

farm. Danish veterinarians and specialist could combat poor safety standards in the host country, 

meaning that quality could continue be at the same level as if, the farm was in Denmark. The ability 

to have an organization with lawyers and others meant it was possible to re-negotiate with more 

than a hundred different stakeholders over land-ownership disputes and secure the viability of the 

farm. There were also advantages in having rich experience from managing agriculture for many 

years, with many tacit understandings about agriculture embedded into the structure of the firm. 

This is evident, when we consider, that without the expertise of DPL Invest that local farmers would 

simply dump viable fertilizers into the rivers.  

Later, Johannes became part of a large venture into Romania, that was not supported by large 

capital as DPL Invest was but consisted of a more cooperative movement-esque shareholder 

ownership structure. This meant that instead of large capital to circumvent liability of foreignness, 

that it was possible to pool knowledge and resources together.  
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 Summary   

DPL Invest went abroad to establish huge pig farms in East Germany and Slovakia, because the 

regulatory environment at the time in Denmark where restrictive. They met liability of foreigness in 

the form of old bureaucracies from the communist era, but they overcame these due to O-

advantages such as, their experience with managing the Multi Site system, a large organization and 

capital at hand. The location where good too, since there where low domestic consumption, cheap 

labor and overall better prices on products. DPL invest internalized all management by bringing 

Danish specialist in order to train the locals and to operate the farm. There where need for a lawyer 

and the framework of a professional organization meant that they could overcome legal challenges.  

 

Summary list of advantages Advantage: 

Ownership: Large capital at disposal, propriety technology, 

strong organization.   

Location: cheap labor and fixed costs. Soil-type, high 

domestic consumption as a main driver, low 

domestic production. Better prices, well kept 

brownfields.  

Internalization:  Internalization of talent, Danish management, 

Professional organization of the farm.  

CSR-strategy, Network – Danish Farmers 

Abroad. 
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Conclusion on Chapter 3.  
In this chapter we learned that the size of FDI outflows are considerable and that if the case firms 

are anything close to representing the population of firms in East Europe owned by Danish, then the 

size of the firms is very different from the average Danish farm. We also learned that most of the 

firms have little starting capital and few O-Advantages. Few location advantages, but many I 

advantage similar to the Danish farms.  
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Chapter 4. Hypothesis Testing and Cross-Examination of cases. 

Introduction to chapter  
In this chapter we will start out by introducing a new concept, ‘’The Multinational Farm’’, then we 

will do our cross-examination of cases in that context, which gives us the answer to our hypothesis 

testing. We go through all the hypotheses and conclude on them.  
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The Multinational Farm 
When we look at our case companies, it would be right to assert that they are multinational farms. 

This raises questions to the function of multinational companies considering the food crisis, which 

will inevitable take place moving forward toward 2050. We covered statistics on global food 

production, population growth and CO2 emissions in earlier chapters.  

 Other literature also document the phenomenon of ‘’The Multinational Farm’’ (Lappe, 1977), 

where farming is conducted globally to supply a global supermarket. Examples of these companies 

are Bud Senegal, Del Monte, Nestle, Cargill, Olam, Bunge, Louis Dreyfuss, Idavang, Goodvalley 

and etc. (Vitalii Nitsenko, 2014 ) (Lappe, 1977).  

The definition from the literature is diffuse, since we observe that retailers move up-stream in order 

to gain direct control of farms or farmers internalizing the supply chain down-stream. But the 

phenomenon is certainly about farming being conducted on a multinational scale in a 

professionalized organization. Farming becomes a new type of institution, where old traditions are 

modernized, internalized, embedded into a hierarchy and within a strong organization structure, 

with advisory boards, shareholders, controlling etc. this is in stark contrast to the Cambridge 

dictionary definition: an area of land, together with a house and buildings, used for growing crops 

and/or keeping animals as a business: Since it is not a house a anymore, but a Highrise complex 

with 700+ employee that produce over half of a nation’s consumption of pigs for example.  

We could define a multinational farm as ‘’A highly industrialized professional production of 

agricultural commodities on a global scale,, rather than the traditional semantics that is common 

when we consider the word ‘’farm’’. 

The effect of these multinational farms are also up for discussion in a paper publishes by FOA, on 

large scale investment in agriculture in Africa, that is overall beneficial to the local market but still 

comes at disadvantages such as lower salary for the employees:  

The effect of multinational farms on i.e. African foodsystems is that the systems are being 

transformed by multinational capital. There is little literature to explain what that effect truly is, 

especially considering African grain trading. The investment wave of FDI into agriculture has 

important effect and transform downstream markets, stable macro-economic conditions and is 

sensitive to an investment wave. The expansion of multinational investments has coincided with a 

drop in margins between farm-gate and wholesale prices. However it has had positive impact on the 
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amount of services provided, even though it alter the structure and conduct of grain markets. 

Overall multinational farms has increased perceived levels of trust in private market by farmers, 

even though the farmers themselves get paid less than what they where paid before the entry of 

multinational farms.  (Nicholas J. Sitko, 2020).  

The Multinational farm completely transform its market often to the extent that it becomes a faux 

monopoly due to increased overall effectiveness, size and capability, which therefore shows a 

viable path for combatting the future food crisis. It is therefore extra commendable, that especially 

the Danish multinational farms can have a clear, strong and effective CSR-regime to take care of 

possible negative externalities to the local societies.  

 

The OLI-Framework in Context of Multinational Farms  
In the interviews with the case studies it was discussed whether there was a constellation of 

advantages or rather a window-of-opportunity that was the reason for the success of the farms in 

East Europe, this is not necessarily evident from the sparse notes attached in the appendixes. 

However, Jytte Rosenmaj mentioned that it was not possible to do, what they have done, if one 

where to establish a farm today, since they exploited a time-dependent location advantage. We 

would like to challenge that assumption, as we have applied the OLI-Framework.  

 

Summary list of advantages Advantage: 

Ownership: Ability to source finance by grouping together 

a group of interested farmers. Fully owned 

value chain. Available brown-fields. available 

capital, tools and machines from Canada  

Location: cheap labor and fixed costs. Soil-type, 

transportation as a main driver, low domestic 

production. High local demand for pork, cheap 

labor, cheap green and brown fields. Soon to be 

integrated in EU. Window of opportunity, toll 

specific advantages. 
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Internalization:  Internalization of talent by good management 

practices, local initiatives, infrastructure. 

Supply chain. Sustainability initiatives. 

Brought specialists from Denmark, animal 

welfare standards, good management practices, 

loyalty.  

CSR-strategy, Network – Danish Farmers 

Abroad. 

 

 O-Advantages 
All case studies showed that at least, a couple of farmers but often more, grouped together in order 

to source a large enough amount of equity in order to establish the first brown or green field. The 

ability of farmers to group together is an inherent character of Danish owned farms and is likely to 

play a significant role in why, these farms abroad are so successful. This grouping together is typic 

of the Co-operative Movement in Denmark and which means.  

the Co-operative Movement in Denmark play a much more vivid role than just being a sort of doing 

business. Using the words from the Danish encyclopaedia: “An understanding of the co-operation 

(in Denmark) can not be based on its particular legal, financial or organizational characteristics 

alone.,, (Mordhorst, 2005). 

Mordhost explains, that this method of ownership is not only legal framework but also a cultural 

institution. We have therefore only briefly covered it in our case analysis, since it is difficult to say, 

that it is an Ownership advantage rather than an internalization strategy, since both would be 

correct. The Cooperative Movement gives rise to grouping together of farmers with different 

backgrounds, collaborating rather than competing. By collaborating with each other they can raise 

significant capital, by non-advantageous methods such as mortgage their houses and property. 

Though these companies can apply for public funds at later stages, there are very few ownership 

advantages that explain the success of the first early farms. Lars V. Drescher had the opportunity to 

source machines from his farm in Canada before entry to Romania, but Idavang did not have those 

resources. 

With the extremely limited capital they can raise, they are still able to purchase a green-field and to 

buy machines for pig production. It might be, that the level and overall quality of very first farms 
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where better or than the comparable domestic farms in the host countries, which therefore would be 

an ownership advantage.  

However, we are still stuck in our explanation of the early success of the farms and to understand 

the complexity of the structure of the ownership advantages, we have labelled them from phase 1 to 

4: 

1.  Limited Capital by group financing 

2. Fully owned green-field operations at low cost 

3. Fully owned brown fields and access to public financing 

4. Fully owned supply chains and international presence  

Initially the farms have extremely limited ownership advantages, but as they develop from phase 1 

to 2, they begin to own farms that are comparably cheaper and larger than the domestic farms. We 

note that the farms are producing a higher output of pigs per year, than the domestic competition. In 

phase 2 to 3. The farms have a secure cash flow that enables IFU and other public funds to give 

favorable capital investments that increases overall growth. Lastly in phase 4, the farms are 

constituted by an international supply chain, that gives significant competitive advantage.  

If we refocus on the essential, all the cases seem to have in common that they share some belonging 

to the cooperative movement. The case of DPL Invest show, that it is possible to scale in another 

country despite not being part of the cooperative movement, but our interview with Johannes show, 

that beside DPL Invest there are very few other ways to efficiently raise capital beside the 

cooperative movement. Even the choice of using DPL Invest cash to scale can be controversial, 

since it was mentioned in the case, that there were a lot of politics in for-and-against DPL cash 

injections. Maybe it is so deeply engrained into the culture of Danish farmers to organize 

themselves in one way rather than another, that the cooperative movement-esque organization is the 

only viable method for raising capital?  

The way the cases have organized themselves is through different methods of having boards with 

different methods of ownership, such as shares to denominate rights of vote and right to dividends. 

To say it is a direct cooperative enterprise is wrong, looking at the way the farms are organized, but 

we cannot say either it is a classical enterprise with large private investors, gearing or family owned 

companies. They fall somewhere in between, with a professionalized board of directors, 

shareholders but where most of the shareholders are farmers and colleagues. The Phase 1 ownership 
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advantage resides in the ability to not only raise capital, but to also source knowledge and talent by 

onboarding other farmers. That is what we observe, when we say they have a cooperative 

movement-esque organization. It might be more about the culture than the formal parts of the 

organization, that make it cooperative.  

Another ownership advantage we meet, is the ability to move technology, machines and talent from 

Denmark to the host country. There simply is a difference in how the state-owned farms, that was 

purchased or leased as brownfields, can produce in comparison to the local farms. The access to a 

highly educated pool of talent from Denmark with the access to a highly sophisticated market let us 

return to Porters Diamond, we may be looking at a comparative advantage of nations in effect. It is 

an ownership advantage to origin from Denmark as much, as it is a localization advantage. Since 

the firm already from phase 1 can collect a group of highly educated and talented farmers, 

equipment and resources that is specific to the highly sophistication of the market in Denmark.  

  L-Advantages 
Oblivious advantages to moving abroad is the cheaper cost on labor, but even more so, where the 

low cost for taking over brown-fields and to establish green-fields. The cost needed is small, in 

consideration with the environment in Denmark pre-financial crisis, where prices on land where 

constantly rising. It was simply necessary to look abroad in order to establish oneself. Moving to 

East-Europe also meant, that it was more lucrative. As we have seen in our cases, there were a low 

domestic production of pork but a huge demand, which meant it was easy to sell the pork at a fair 

price. Low production cost and high sales price meant that it was very advantageous to move to 

East Europe. In some cases, it was also speculated if the former soviet countries would merge with 

the European Union. This has been mentioned in the case of Lars Drescher and Idavang, where 

specifically Idavang mentions, that there where toll-specific advantages that made it even more 

profitable to be in East Europe. 

However, above advantages look nice on paper, but many of them where diminished by liability of 

foreigness, when we consider that the labor was poorly educated, that there were rampant theft, that 

there where rules that made it impossible to own green fields and instead meant, that the main mode 

of entry where leasing.  

When we look at Idavang, we see they started in Lithuania and then moved to Russia, the reason for 

their choice of expansion seems driven by demand functions rather than by an attempt to evade 

negative legislation. The same goes for the other cases, the cases did not have an operation in 
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Denmark before their establishment in East Europe, as such, they where not evading legislation but 

rather choose to establish themselves in opportune countries. Actually, it seems like the legislation 

where much more difficult in the host countries due to many institutional voids, that made it 

difficult to operate, such as the re-negotiation of ownership rights, only being able to lease or 

increasing scrutiny.    

 

 I-Advantages:  
In order to lower transaction cost, firms internalize resources. Our case companies have learnt to 

internalize talent by good management practices, to seek talent and establish company values by 

engaging in the local community, build infrastructure, establish their own supply chain, engage in 

sustainability initiatives, raise animal welfare standards and much more. The list of internalization 

advantages and the demands for the case company to internalize resources are by far the longest list 

of achievements they have acquired, in comparison to the list of Ownership and Localization 

specific advantages. The companies have moved from being a traditional farm to operate like a true 

multinational company.  

The cases differ in their specific challenges, since in some countries most of the institutions where 

well-functioning, whereas in other countries it was less well-functioning and filled with institutional 

voids. Since the infrastructure sometimes lacked, possibly due to an institutional void, the company 

had to build its own infrastructure to and from the farm. Since there where low control with diseases 

in the country, the company had to double down on biosafety, and this immediately disproves the 

notion that the pollution heaven theory has any validity. It became a risk, that there existed 

institutional voids, which meant the company had to ship in Danish specialists.  

All the firms had trouble with local employees, be it stealing or just lack of proper education. It was 

a direct advantage to have access to a Danish pool of talent, so the companies could retain a high 

degree of knowledge and tacit understandings, which made it easier to operate and meant a higher 

degree of productivity.   

The most severe institutional void has been the lack of a proper educated work-force that could 

guarantee proper management of the farm and the safety of the animals. Which is why, Johannes V. 

Jensen tells, that they actually won a national CSR-reward, just for normal management of the farm, 

which means the day-to-day operations of the farm just had to live up to a certain degree of quality. 
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The same goes for Idavang, that also implemented a large CSR strategy, which were not only part 

of a larger cooperation with the World Bank but served an important function of communicating 

values to employees and other stakeholders.  

We might look at CSR initiatives as part of a broader professionalization of the farm or as a 

predisposition to the multinational farm. The farm stops operating as a traditional farm, but start 

operating like a real manufacturing plant, which requires new organizational methods and 

leadership practices. Which is what most of the cases describe, when they speak about, how to 

manage their employees. It is not durable in the long run to simply ship in Danish expertise, you 

have to develop talent in the host country, which requires a new corporate language in order to 

share expectation, tacit understandings and much more. The process of codification in a 

transmission model of communication (Zachary S. Sapienza, 2016) is likely to be the process of a 

CSR strategy development workshop, which Idavang went through, where other cases such as Tom 

Axelgaard focused more on the day-to-day leadership skills of management. Both cases be seen in a 

juxtaposition of communication, where one is bottom-up communication style of leadership, where 

the other is more top-down, both are equally good, but we can extrapolate that, in order to gain 

success one has to internalize leadership capacities. This development of leadership capacities is a 

major part of the overall professionalization of the farm. 

The professionalization of the farm is helped by that all the cases share the same network 

organization Danish Farmers Abroad. This is not surprising considering that is where we looked for 

the case companies, but it is surprising how much internalized knowledge that is embedded within 

the organization. Here companies can share experience, know-how and help each other, but even 

more important is the consultancy services the organization provides such as CSR and leadership 

workshops. It is a major advantage to be part of a network that retains so much knowledge and 

expertise.  

Hypothesis Testing  
 

H1 
Our first hypothesis are Danish farmers do FDI in EE because they have large capital assets. The 

farm has initially few capital assets, even if they grouped together in groups of 4 or more, they did 

not have equal amount of capital as the typical multinational farm. Since they only built up strong O 
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advantages in phase 2-4, this hypothesis is false except for the case with Johannes V. Hansen that 

with DPL Invest had large Ownership advantages at inception.  

H2 
Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because it has large managerial experience in international trade. 

We have multiple times stated, that one of the largest I-Advantages of the firm is their managerial 

experience. The managerial experience is non-specific, as it does not pertain to entrepreneurial 

experience per se’, or international trade. However, the pool of knowledge at available at Danish 

Farmers Abroad might help to alleviate this issue. We have stated that the hypothesis is true, 

because all the cases seems to have high-degree of managerial experience, that they state has been 

key to their success.  

H3 
Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because it has access or own networks related to market entry. The 

case companies are all in a network or has ties to a network, that has helped them gain entry into 

their relevant markets. We can say this constitute an insidership advantage, ‘’Penrose (1966) and 

the resource-based view (RBV) (Barney, 1986) assume that resources are heterogeneous, and that 

these idiosyncratic resource bundles lead to value creation, irrespective of market conditions. The 

business network view starts with these same assumptions, and adds that exchange within a network 

allows a firm to acquire knowledge about its relationship partners, including their resources, 

needs, capabilities, strategies, and other relationships. Relationship partners are therefore 

indirectly a source of relevant business information about their own partners and more distant 

actors in the network. Thus the firm commands privileged knowledge about its business network. 

[…] Hence insidership in relevant network(s) is necessary for successful internationalization, and 

so by the same token there is a liability of outsidership.,, (Jan Johanson, 2009). This insidership 

advantage make it possible for the firm to overcome the large liability of foreigness that is present 

at the host country. The insidership advantage holds true for all case companies, as both DPL-Invest 

and the other cases are part of either the Cooperative Movement or/and Danish Farmers Abroad.  

H4 
Danish Farmer do FDI in EE because the firm seeks to evade strict environmental legislation in 

home country. If we consider the industrial flight hypothesis, then there was a strict regulatory 

environment that where present in the period 1980 – 2010 with a limit to the size of pig farms. 

Beside that, there where an overall strict regulatory environment with concerns to negative 
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externalities, that meant that farmers had to report approximately 150 times a year. This constitute a 

heavy transaction cost which seemed like it could be alleviated by moving to a pollution heaven. 

However this hypothesis does not seem true, as the companies that moved to East Europe find 

themselves at the liability of foreigness, local concerns and scrutiny in regards to negative 

externalities too.  

H5 
H5 Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because firms invest in Eastern Europe to exploit a window of 

opportunity in relation to EU access . What define this window of opportunity? Was it simply 

available brown fields? This paper will measure the Consumption viz-a-viz Production of pig in the 

country as a gauge for how much opportunity is still left. Since an undersupplied market tend to be 

a likely indicator of growth potential for a new firm. During our interviews with the cases, we 

discovered there where profitable toll opportunities and tax rules, that made it profitable for the firm 

to operate or start operate, we can not measure that due to limited resources, but it was hinted, that 

the window of opportunity only existed in the 90’s and early 2000’s. We would like to challenge 

that, by looking at Poland, Ukraine and Lithuania. We generalize, that if these markets are still 

undersupplied, then there might still be room for continuous stream of new ventures and foreign 

direct investment into East Europe and therefore the Window of Opportunity is still open.  

An open Window of Opportunity means, that it was not a firm specific advantage, that some 

farmers went to East Europe in 1980 – 2010. And therefore, dismisses the hypothesis, albeit a 

undersupplied market is a still driver of growth.  

Poland  
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Poland has continued to import still larger amount of pigs into country, with rising domestic 

demand, means that Poland import 1,8 billion Euro worth of Agri-food products (Beek, 2019) 

 

 

Meat consumption per capita has increased without a large substitution of pork meat on a 

percentage scale. Meaning that there are still many consumers of pork left in the market and that the 

market has increased overall in the period 2000 – 2016.  
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According to Statista, the on-year production of pigs for consumption is somewhat static. There have not 

been a huge increase in production of pigs in comparison to the rise in demand. Meaning the window of 

opportunity based on a consumption surplus still exist.  
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Ukraine 
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It has been difficult for us, to find data on Pork import and consumption trends on Ukraine, but 

based of two reports from FAO, we can say, that there is an increasing trend toward poultry 

consumption rather than pork. That pork constitutes 29% of the market for meat but represent 89% 

of all imports on foodstuff together with poultry in a shared category. (FAO Investment Centre, 

2014) 

When we look at the statistics, pork/meat imports rise year on year during 2005 – 2010 and 

continues to grow 2017 – 2019, the exceptional growth in 2018 represent the outbreak of disease in 

the pig population. Domestic consumption stagnant in the period 2005 – 2010. We observe, that if 

the domestic market can produce enough pork, then it would not be likely, that import of meat 

increased in the same period.  
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Lithuania 

 

Lithuania overall meat import ranges from 180 million dollars to 259 Million Dollar in the period 

2008 – 2018. (trendeconomy, 2020) where Lithuanian pork consist of 53% of the market for meat. 

This shows local producers cannot cope with domestic demand. (Daškevičiūtė, 2012)  
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Given the statistics we find on meat consumption, we find there is still a large undersupply in some 

East European countries. This means that if the case company is active in those countries, then it 

have good growth expectations, but even more so, that the window of opportunity might still exist.  

The window of opportunity might also refer to positive legislation that were present at the time of 

establishing the new brownfields in Eastern Europe, but we do not have resources to check this. 

Still it seems from a microeconomic perspective, that there is still a lot of potential for new entrants 

to enter the market, thus we cannot say that the window of opportunity that our case firms 

experienced where a unique first-mover advantage or other resource based advantage.  

 

H6 
H6: Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because the firm tries to lower transaction cost by internalizing 

its value chain. What is evident from all the case companies is, that all of them choose to move 

down the value chain after they consolidate themselves in their new countries. This is a clear sign, 

that the firm tries to lower transaction cost, such as transportation, veterinary and fodder. This is 
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very clear from multiple of the cases, where the firm was forced to integrate services which they 

normally in Denmark could procure off the market.  

 

Conclusion on Chapter 4 
 

  

The hypothesis testing should result in a mostly typical OLI-Constellation, where the firm has large 

Ownership, Localization and Internalization advantages in order to facilitate international business. 

Many false statements indicate that this is not true.  

Based on our case studies have we quickly summarized and answered our hypothesizes. What we 

learn is, that the typical case company is: owned by multiple shareholders or cooperatives, that has 

few to none O-advantages at inception, with few intangible assets. The firm has access to Danish 

Famers Abroad, does not seek to evade hostile legislation in home country and choose the host 

H1: Danish farmers do FDI in EE because they 

have large capital assets. 

 False  

H2: Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because it 

has large managerial experience in 

international trade. 

 Mixed  

H3.  Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because it 

has access or own networks related to market 

entry 

 True 

H4: Danish Farmer do FDI in EE because the 

firm seeks to evade strict environmental 

legislation in home country 

 False  

H5 Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because 

firms invest in Eastern Europe to exploit a 

window of opportunity in relation to EU access   

 

 Mixed 

H6: Danish Farmers do FDI in EE because the 

firm tries to lower transaction cost by 

internalizing its value chain 

   True 
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country based on cost and labor. It might also choose the host country if another Danish Farmer 

Abroad company is active in the host country. To internalize transaction cost, the firm internalize its 

entire value chain. The company with has some experience with managing foreign operations or 

multiple sites, the companies have tried to exploit a window of opportunity.  

When we ask How, where and why are Danish farms doing FDI in EE, we discover that they 

exploit a window of opportunity, using managerial experience in order to lower transaction cost by 

internalizing their value chain. But that is not enough to understand the phenomenon of FDI. Since 

the case company in fact, deviates from a typical constellation of OLI-advantages.  

Using our theoretical model from before, with an atypical OLI- constellation we find, that we can 

incorporate an other factor, which we mention in our hypothesis test of H3. Being the insider ship 

advantage. 

 

The insidership advantage is part of the hypothesis test, but from a theoretical perspective it stems 

from the Uppsala model of internationalization. Its supposed to be an ownership advantage, but the 

concept of insidership advantage is distinct, since there also exist the liability of outsidership. We 

have therefore included it in the model as an other factor. It describes the advantage of being part of 

the Cooperative movement and underscores the importance of network effects in our OLI 

constellation. What the company lacks in equity at inception, it has in network advantage.  

 

  

 

Internationlization of FDI

Ownership Advantages

Location Advantages

Internalization Advantages

Insidership Advantage
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Chapter 5. Contribution to IB Theory.  

Introduction to chapter.  
In this chapter we will explain what we believe is our contribution to the established International 

Business(IB) literature.  
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Contribution to International Business research 
Considering our literature review, however how lacking it is, we believe we can reaffirm that ; 

Farms are large, multi-enterprise businesses underpinned by expensive capital investments, 

changing production technologies, volatile markets and social challenges (Kingwell, vol 55, pp. 

12-34) and not only by reaffirming we would like to underscore that, our case companies reflect an 

entire new subtype of farms that are different from traditional Danish Farms. We have explored 

what makes the TOP 2% of farmers, what defines farming in Denmark, we have explored our case 

companies and then we come to the conclusion that our case companies have an atypical OLI-

Constellation where the primary pillar the enterprise is built upon is intangible values, good 

management, cultural heritage and Co-ownership. We encounter a firm that is highly 

professionalized and act like a true multinational company in most regards. This led us to 

underscore, that we might be dealing with Multinational Farms which is an entirely new or at least 

underrepresented phenomenon within International Business Research. 

 The multinational farm as a concept is where big multinational companies expand up the value 

chain, but here we discover that our case companies expand down the value chain. We hypotheses 

that the ability of our case companies to grow from regular farms into multinational entities is 

driven by insidership advantages residual to the Danish Cooperative Movement or to Danish 

Farmers Abroad.  

The significance to the research community is interesting, since it agrees to the notion, that inter-

firm organization and networks are important for internationalization of Foreign Direct Investment. 

Which could or should lead to an ongoing debate on which kind of organization among firms’ best 

conduct ability to internationalize. Is Alliance Capitalism, Uppsala or The Cooperative Movement 

more than just theoretical observations or could it be direct prescriptions for firms on how to 

internationalize?  

We still have a lot left to explore, whether this is an entirely Danish phenomenon that farms can 

grow into these multinational companies, or if it’s a general trend within agriculture, that we be 

seeing agriculture being conducted by multinational enterprises in the future. If it’s a growing trend, 

then by which method does these farms internationalize?  
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 

Introduction to chapter  
In this chapter we will conclude on prior findings, summarize and answer our Research Question. 

Then we will discuss which contribution and relevancy to International Business research our paper 

has. 
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Why do Danish Farmers Internationalize through FDI into Eastern 

Europe? – A conclusion. 
 

In order to answer our research question have we formulated some sub-questions. 

1. What does IB theory say about agricultural internationalization 

Literature on the subject is limited as we explored in chapter 1. But there are many theoretical 

understandings on how FDI is conducted and why. We have explored the Resource Based View, 

OLI Framework, Uppsala and Born Global theory, Industrial Flight hypothesis and used the OLI 

framework to create a contextualized understanding of how the different theories can work together.  

2. What is the status of Danish FDI in Eastern Europa 

There are 5000 Danish Farmers with assets of 60 billion invested into 77 firms where we have 

conducted a semi-structured interview of 4 of them. We investigated these 4 case companies in 

chapter 3 using the OLI Framework and found that they had grown to become multinational 

enterprises. We summarized on common OLI traits by the end of chapter 3.  

3. How, where and why are Danish farms doing FDI in EE 

we discovered that they exploit a window of opportunity, using managerial experience in order to 

lower transaction cost by internalizing their value chain. But that is not enough to understand the 

phenomenon of FDI. We therefore used a model developed in chapter 1. To contextualize which 

factors beside traditional OLI factors explain how the firms succeeded in doing it. 

 

 

Internationlization of FDI
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Location Advantages

Internalization Advantages

Insidership Advantage
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4. What are the implications of this paper for research and Danish agriculture 

We concluded that since there is little literature on the subject of Danish owned agricultural FDI, 

we could contribute a broadened understanding of the subject by exploring the TOP 2%, the 

concept of the Multinational Farm and insidership advantages of the cooperative movement. We 

can conclude that we still know little on the subject and that there are plenty of things left to 

explore.  
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At bygge en milliardvirksomhed op på en halv snes år forbinder vi normalt med industri- eller it-

virksomheder. At det kan ske for en landmand eller 3-4 af slagsen betragter de fleste som en 

umulighed – ligeså uladesiggørligt som grisen Særimners vokseværk i den nordiske gudeverden. 

Som bekendt fik faldne krigere et festmåltid, når de vågnede op og kom til live i Valhalla, hvor de 

kunne skære gode lunser af grisen Særimner, der havde den forunderlige egenskab, at den efter 

hvert måltid voksede ud til en ny, velnæret gris.  

  Ikke underligt, at netop Særimner blev navnet i Litauen på en af de mest succesrige danske 

svinefarme-virksomheder i Østeuropa. Den første farm blev etableret i 1999 i Litauen. Den har 

udviklet sig til 11 farme i Litauen, og dertil kommer farme ved Skt. Petersborg og i Pskov i Rusland 

ved grænsen til Letland.  

  Nu har koncernen bag svinefarmen fået nyt navn, Idavang. Den har en balance på knap en milliard 

kr. – efter kun 12 år – og den årlige indtjening de seneste år har svinget mellem 20 og 50 millioner 

kr. Omsætningen stiger med rundt regnet 100-150 millioner kr. om året. 

  Fire personer står bag Idavang: ægteparret Ole Bjerremand Hansen og Jytte Rosenmaj samt 

Carsten Lund Thomsen og Claus Baltsersen. Dertil kommer Verdensbankens finansdivision, IFC, 

som ejer 20 pct. af Idavang. De fire etablerede det oprindelige svineselskab sammen med Jørgen 

Andersen, der dog ikke mere er med som ejer af selskabet. De tre er landmænd, og Jytte Rosenmaj 

er som HD i regnskab og økonomistyring direktør for Idavang, som er en af de største danske 

svinefarme i dag. Poldanor er lidt større, men den havde til gengæld 54 landmænd som aktionærer 

lige fra starten. 

  Idavang har gennemgået en så kraftig udvikling og har haft en så solid indtjening, at Jytte 

Rosenmaj har meget svært ved at undertrykke et bredt smil, når hun fortæller om virksomhedens 

udvikling. Hun og hendes mand bor stadig på deres gård ved landsbyen Tofthøj vest for Jelling, og 

gården er hovedsædet for Idavang. Bestyrelseslokalet er den gamle folkestue eller spisestue på 

gården.  

  Det er en bundsolid virksomhed, og det er én af grundene til, at Verdensbanken er gået med som 

investor. ”Vi har ikke trukket penge ud af virksomheden,” siger Ole Hansen.  

  Idavang har i dag 750 medarbejdere – de 450 i Litauen og de 300 i Rusland. Det er altså en 

mellemstor virksomhed, der er bygget op på de 12 år.  
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  Der er i dag 19.000 søer på farmene i Litauen, hvor der er en årlig produktion af slagtesvin på 

500.000. Til sammenligning toppede produktionen af slagtesvin på en fælles svinefarm, som de tre 

landmændene ejede i fællesskab i Danmark, med 18.000 svin. Ved Skt. Petersborg er der 6500 søer 

med en årlig produktion af slagtesvin på 182.000. I Pskov er en farm under opførelse. Der skal være 

plads til 3500 søer med en årlig produktion på 98.000 slagtesvin. I Litauen og Rusland kommer den 

samlede produktion fra 2012 således op på 29.000 søer og 745.000 slagtesvin. 

  Svineselskabet vokser lige så hæsblæsende som tidligere, men nu er der etableret et mere sikkert 

grundlag, og så passer navnet Idavang måske bedre end Særimner, for navnet Idavang, der også 

kommer fra den nordiske mytologi, betyder fredfyldt slette ved gudernes gård Asgård. Det er i 

øvrigt et navn, som klinger godt i russernes øren, har de danske svinefarmere opdaget, og Rusland 

er dér, hvor de vil hente væksten i de kommende år.  

   

 

Fra landbrug til industriel landbrugsproduktion 

 

Ole Hansen og Jytte Rosenmaj fik deres egen gård i 1983. De drev en forholdsvis stor svinefarm og 

havde landbrugselever som medhjælpere. Jytte Rosenmaj arbejdede i nogle år som revisor og på 

Tulip International.  

  Ole Hansen var ikke tilfreds med kun at leve i det hjemlige miljø. Han havde lyst til at drive 

landbrug i Sydeuropa eller i de baltiske lande. Sammen med en tidligere landbrugsskolekammerat, 

Jørgen Andersen, der havde læst HA i international afsætning, kørte han flere somre rundt i Syd- og 

Østeuropa for at undersøge etableringsmuligheder.  De fandt mulighederne i Litauen, der i 90’erne 

havde en meget lille landbrugsproduktion. Samtidig var landbruget baseret på statslandbrug, og da 

Litauen begyndte at privatisere landbrugene efter Sovjetunionens sammenbrud og Litauens frihed, 

blev det muligt at købe meget store landbrug. Bygningerne på mange af statsbrugene var rimeligt 

gode, så de kunne anvendes uden store forbedringer. 

  Den 23. januar 1999 tog Jørgen Andersen til Vilnius sammen med Claus Baltserne, der havde 

været elev hos Ole og Jytte, for nu skulle idéen realiseres. De fandt en farm med fuld 

svinebesætning, og de overtog den i maj samme år.  Farmen havde 8-900 søer, og de kunne få den 
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for et beløb, der i dag er ekstremt billigt, og de kom i gang med en startkapital på kun 6 millioner 

kr. I dag er det umuligt at starte op på en østeuropæisk eller russisk svinefarm for et så lille beløb. 

  Den blev købt for Ole Hansens, Jørgen Andersens, Claus Baltsernes og Carsten Thomsens 

sparepenge. Gården havde 70 ansatte, men produktiviteten var begrænset. Hver so producerede i 

gennemsnit 12 grise, men efter tre måneder var produktionen øget til 19 grise, og ”det skyldtes 

udelukkende viden, foder og ledelse,” som Claus Baltserne udtrykker det. Et år senere var 

produktionen på 23-24 grise pr. so. En effektiv dansk driftsmetode gav et godt cash-flow fra starten, 

og det kan i allerhøjeste grad mærkes på bundlinjen, når det sker uden investeringer. Farmen blev 

siden hen udvidet til 1500 søer. 

  Dermed havde de fire landmænd og den regnskabskyndige landmandskone taget første skridt til 

industrielt landbrug på et fjernmarked. 

 

 

Baggrunden – et godt firspand 

 

 Når det er gået godt, skyldes det  de gode  relationer mellem 

personerne bag svinefarmen og deres forskellige kompetencer. Ole Hansen og Jørgen Andersen 

kendte hinanden fra landbrugsskolen. Claus Baltserne og Carsten Thomsen har været elever hos Ole 

og Jytte, og Ole og Jytte er mand og kone. De har alle landbrug og svineproduktion tæt inde på 

livet, men de har alligevel forskellige styrker. 

  Jørgen Andersen trådte senere ud af svinefarmen, og de øvrige har ønsket at fortsætte uden at tage 

nye ind i selskabets ejerkreds. De fungerer som et firspand fra den gang, heste var trækkraften i 

landbruget. 

  Jytte Rosenmaj siger: ”Et succeskriterie for os er, at vi fire går godt i spand sammen. Vi har kendt 

hinanden gennem hele forløbet, og vi har forskellige kompetencer. De tre er landbrugsfaglige, mens 

jeg har en finansiel baggrund.” 

  Men de landbrugsfaglige har også forskellige kompetencer. ”Min mand, Ole, er den innovative, 

der altid ser 10 år frem, men som også kan se, om en skrue på en maskine vender forkert, og så er 
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han en sjov fætter. Det er ham, der står for nye projekter og byggeri. Carsten er den strategiske, der 

er god til bestyrelsesarbejdet, og som kan se på tingene udefra. Claus er den jordnære – en dygtig 

virksomhedsleder, der kan styre 750 medarbejdere på en halv snes farme i to lande,” siger Jytte. 

  Inden landmændene tog fat på Litauen, havde de prøvet samarbejdets kunst af på en farm ved 

Give, ”Grøndal Svineproduktion,” i et samarbejde med DPL-Invest. På det tidspunkt, i 1992, mente 

Ole Hansen og Carsten Thomsen, at det var en idé i at drive landbrug på en anden måde end det 

traditionelle selv-ejerbrug, nemlig i en lidt mere industriel form, så man kunne få en større volumen, 

dvs. med et andet ejerskab. 

  DPL-farmen blev en succes, og det nærede ambitionen om at drive en langt større farm – og i 

udlandet. Ved arbejdet med DPL-farmen så de fordelen ved hinandens styrker. De havde altså fra 

den spæde start opbygget et solidt partnerskab, der dækkede alle aspekter af at drive en stor, 

international svinefarm.   

 

  De mange års tætte samarbejde med farmene kan somme tider føre til, at bestyrelsesarbejdet får et 

familiært præg. Et bestyrelsesmedlem siger, at et bestyrelsesmøde pludselig kan standse, mens 

ægteparret Ole og Jytte lige skal have udvekslet deres meninger om private forhold. Men så snart 

der er skabt forlig i familien, fortsætter bestyrelsesarbejdet, som om intet er hændt. 

  Bestyrelsen har lavet en produktionsgruppe, hvor de tre landbrugsfaglige på skift tager rundt til 

farmene, og hvor de fungerer som sparringspartnere for farmlederne. Dermed er alle opdateret om 

arbejdet, og der kommer input fra de forskellige kompetencer, som bestyrelsesmedlemmerne har.  

  Fra starten har bestyrelsen været repræsenteret af forskellige erhvervsfolk, som ikke direkte har 

arbejdet med landbrug, men som kan vurdere Idavang ud fra et bredt erhvervsmæssigt og strategisk 

perspektiv. Leif Jeppesen har været formand i selskabet siden 1999. Desuden har IØ været 

repræsenteret i lande-bestyrelsen. Der holdes møder fire gange om året – på skift i Tofthøj, Litauen 

og Rusland.  

 

 

Litauen – landbrugsdrift fra et højhus 
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Når man besøger den danske svinefarm i Litauen, foregår det i et af de mest moderne højhuse i 

forretningskvarteret i Vilnius. Her ligger kontoret med ca. 30 medarbejdere for de 11 farme i 

Litauen, og det er også herfra, de russiske farme styres. Der er ingen gyllelugt. Det er computere og 

reoler overalt. Det minder om kontorlandskabet på en mellemstor dansk industrivirksomhed. På 

væggen i bestyrelseslokalet hænger der en tavle med små portrætter på samtlige godt 700 

medarbejdere – fastgjort til de farme eller divisioner, de arbejder på. 

  En division omfatter miljø, hvor der er fem ansatte. Miljøbevidstheden i Litauen er stor, og 

bureaukratiet er stadig omfattende – fra sovjettiden. Der er også en division for byggeri. Alle 

ombygninger foretages af firmaet selv, og det sker bl.a. for at kunne bruge egne medarbejdere fra de 

farme, hvor der var en alt for stor beskæftigelse i forhold til produktionen. Afskedigelserne er 

dermed blevet reduceret ved at bruge landmændene til andre opgaver. Der er en litauisk driftsleder 

på hver farm, og der er tre danske landmænd som produktionsledere i Litauen og i Rusland.  

  Efterhånden blev der købt 11 farme – ni store og to små – dvs. næsten en farm om året.. 

  I de første år var mange af lederne på farmene kvinder, for de havde ansvarsfølelse og 

tålmodighed. ”De var vant til at passe deres familie og deres små gårdbrug derhjemme, mens mange 

af mændene var drikfældige. I dag er det dog ikke længere noget problem at finde yngre mænd med 

gode lederegenskaber,” siger Claus Baltsersen. 

  Han betegner driften af en moderne svinefarm som almindelig virksomhedsdrift. Ledelse er 

næsten blevet vigtigere end den faglige kompetence. ”Vi er godt 700 medarbejdere i Litauen og 

Rusland. At få dem til at fungere effektivt er den vigtigste opgave for mig, og det er særdeles vigtigt 

at finde talenter, som vi kan uddanne og optræne, så de kan tage over på forskellige poster,,” siger 

Claus Baltsersen, der kom til Litauen som fodermester. Han er litauisk gift og har tre børn og er 

groet fast i Litauen.  

  Jørgen Andersen var direktør, mens Claus Baltsersen var produktionsansvarlig. Da Jørgen nogle år 

senere trak sig fra firmaet i Litauen, blev Claus direktør, og han sluttede på denne post før jul 2011 

for at blive arbejdende bestyrelsesformand for det litauiske selskab, mens den litauiske 

finansansvarlige blev direktør. 

  Når Claus Baltsersen er trådt tilbage som direktør og har overladt posten til en litauer skyldes det 

også, at virksomheden vil signalere, at den er litauisk, selv om ejerne er danske. Der er i Litauen en 
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ret betydelig modvilje mod udenlandske selskaber. Han beklager modstanden mod udenlandske 

virksomheder i Litauen, for han mener, at de forbedrer landets økonomi afgørende. 

  ”Mulighederne for at producere fødevarer er enorme. Litauen er 50 pct. større end Danmark, men 

landet producerer kun 800.000 slagtesvin, hvoraf vi producerer over halvdelen, nemlig 500.000. I 

Danmark er produktionen på 28 millioner. Litauerne spiser to millioner grise om året, så de må 

importere mere end halvdelen af det, de spiser. Produktionen i Litauen kan altså mangedobles, og 

svineoproduktionen kan blive en stor eksportvare, men i dag er det næsten umuligt at få tilladelse til 

at bygge en ny svinefarm. Der går nok en generation, før litauerne begynder at se svineproduktion 

som en vigtig økonomisk faktor,” siger han. 

 

 

Finansieringen 

 

De danske svinefarmere kunne ikke få IØ-fonden med som investor ved købet af den første farm i 

Litauen. IØ så med en vis skepsis på Særimner. Var der kød nok på grisen? Men da Særimner 

kunne demonstrere, at cash-flowet voksede så hurtigt på den første farm, så selv vikingerne i Valhal 

måtte være blevet misundelige, gik IØ med i den anden svinefarm, og IØ ydede lån til farmene i en 

årrække. Indtjeningen var så god, at IØ-lånene ret hurtigt blev indfriet. 

  Da Særimner gik ind i Skt. Petersborg var kapitalkravene langt større end i Litauen, fordi der 

skulle etableres en helt ny farm med bygninger og inventar. Så kom IØ-fonden på banen igen med 

aktiekapital og lån.  

  ”IØ var en forudsætning for, at vi kunne gå til Rusland,” siger Jytte Rosenmaj. 

  Desuden har EKF ydet projektfinansiering via Danske Bank ved at udstede garantier. 

  IØ skød 48 millioner kr. ind – de 18 millioner kr. som aktiekapital og de 30 millioner kr. som lån. 

Kapitalkravet blev større end ventet, og indkøringen skete langsommere end planlagt. Det gav en 

vis betænkelighed på gården i Tofthøj. 
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  ”Det fik os til at spørge: Skal vi stoppe ekspansionen i Rusland og sige: Det var det? Eller skal vi 

fortsætte? Vi var sikre på, at mulighederne var til stede, men vi kunne også se, at kapitalkravene var 

store,” siger Jytte Rosenmaj. 

  Sideløbene undersøgte de mulighederne for at købe en anden farm, men på grund af de voksende 

kapitalkrav udskød de processen en smule, og samtidig overvejede de at få endnu en partner med.  

  Investeringen i Pskov var betydelig, fordi det var en greenfield  investering med helt nye 

bygninger. Også her var IØ-fonden med. Men da landmændene hørte, at Verdensbanken var 

begyndt at investere i landbrugsprojekter for at forøge den globale fødevareproduktion, tog 

danskerne kontakt, og det endte med, at Verdensbanken fra sommeren 2011 blev medinvestor via 

IFC, ikke kun i Pskov, men i holdingselskabet, som nu fik navneforandring fra Danish Lithuanian 

Holding til Idavang A/S med en ejerandel for IFC på 20 pct., mens de oprindelige aktionærer ejer 

80 pct. IFC og Verdensbanken er dermed medejer af samtlige svinefarme, mens IØ i dag kun er 

medejer af svinefarmene i Rusland.  

  Etableringen af den nye farm i Pskov, udvidelsen af farmen i Skt. Petersborg, udviklingen af 

endnu en farm i regionen samt køb og opdyrkning af landbrugsjord er kalkuleret til en investering 

på ca. 650 millioner kr., hvoraf IFC’s andel er ca. 125 millioner kr.. Det er således en bastant 

investering, Idavang står over for. Det er et beløb, som normalt kun mellemstore eller store 

industriselskaber kan klare. Der kan købes nogle gårde i Midtjylland for de penge! Det viser 

samtidig, hvilke enorme muligheder danske landmænd står over for i udlandet, hvis de går sammen, 

og hvis de udnytter potentialet fuldt ud i et samspil med andre investorer. 

 

 

Rusland er fremtiden 

 

Særimner i Litauen solgte gennem flere år grise til russiske slagterier og farme. Kontakten med 

Rusland vækkede interessen for at gå længere østpå. De første undersøgelser viste, at det var 

rimelig let at få fat i store jordarealer, og desuden var afsætningsmulighederne betydelige. Derimod 

var bygningerne på statsbrugene dårlige. Derfor kunne driftsmodellen fra Litauen ikke umiddelbart 

overføres til Rusland. Det var nødvendigt at foretage betydelige investeringer i bygninger og 
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inventar. Der skulle altså en medinvestor til, som omtalt i forrige afsnit. Enorme landbrugsarealer 

har også fået lov til at forfalde de seneste 20 år, så god landbrugsjord er endt som skove, og det 

kræver en ekstra omkostning at gøre jordene egnede til landbrugsdrift. 

  ”I Rusland har vi ændret strategi. Vi er interesseret i at have tilstrækkeligt med jord til hver farm, 

så vi dels kan dyrke vores eget korn, dels kan overholde både de lokale og de danske regler om at 

komme af med gyllen. Vi kan lægge produktionen så langt ude, at vi ikke får problemer med 

gyllelugt,” siger Ole Hansen. Det har hele tiden været en betingelse for IØ’s engagement i 

svineprojekter, at de skulle følge de danske regler for produktionen, dyrevelfærd og behandlingen af 

gylle. 

  I april 2008 købte Idavang en farm ved Skt. Petersborg. Den havde 6.500 søer med en produktion 

på 170.000 slagtesvin. Den omkringliggende jord blev lejet. Et par år senere lejede Idavang 3500 

ha, og nu er farmen ved Pskov tæt ved Letland under opførelse, hvor der bliver 3500 søer med en 

produktion på 98.000 slagtesvin. Farmen blev etableret, fordi Idavang efter tre år kan købe jorden, 

som kommunen ejer. Den ligger midt mellem Skt. Petersborg og Litauen, så dermed er alle farmene 

inden for et begrænset område, det er let at køre til. 

  Dermed nærmer Idavang sig en produktion på 800.000 slagtesvin om året i Litauen og Rusland og 

er en af de største danske svinefarme.   

  Når Idavang lægger så stor vægt på Rusland, så ligger årsagen i, at produktionsmulighederne i 

Rusland er gigantiske – langt mere end i Østeuropa. 

 Verdensbanken er stærkt optaget af at øge fødevareproduktionen på globalt plan. Ifølge 

Verdensbanken og FN er der behov for en forøgelse af fødevareproduktionen med hele 50 pct. 

inden 2030, dels for at få basis-mad til en milliard flere mennesker, dels for at få bedre mad, 

herunder kød, til en vækst i den globale middelstand på måske en milliard mennesker.  

  Rusland har 150 millioner indbyggere, men landet har kapacitet til at føde en milliard mennesker. 

Hvordan kan det ske, og hvor kan det ske? Det er spørgsmål, som Verdensbanken stiller. 

Verdensbanken lægger især vægt på produktion i Ruslands randområder, og man søger efter 

synergier mellem Rusland og kornkammeret Ukraine og søger dermed også erfaringsudveksling.  

  Det er således ikke uden grund, at Verdensbanken har ønsket at støtte Idavang for at få en global 

erfaringsudveksling. Den model, som Idavang og andre danske svineproducenter har udviklet i 
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Østeuropa, Rusland og Ukraine er et af svarene på befolkningseksplosionens udfordring, især 

væksten af den globale middelklasse. 

 

 

Gigantiske muligheder 

 

Rusland støtter fødevareproduktionen fra topniveau, og der er lagt planer for en øget produktion i 

hver eneste region, i hver eneste kommune. 

  Det giver selvsagt nogle gigantiske muligheder: ”Vi står over for en betydelig ekspansion. Det kan 

meget vel betyde en ny farm hvert år i størrelsen 100.000 svin og 3400 søer pr. farm - med 

tilhørende 3500-4000 tønder land jord. Vi har nu to farme, der fungerer. En tredje er under 

opbygning, og vi er ved at købe jord til en fjerde,” siger Claus Baltsersen. 

  En produktion på 100.000 svin i Rusland giver en omsætning på 150 millioner kr. om året. Claus 

Baltsersen betragter en farm i den størrelse som optimal ud fra et driftssynspunkt. 

  Den største udfordring i Rusland er kompetencen hos de ansatte og hos de lokale ledere. Rusland 

har ingen tradition for privat landbrugsdrift eller for det, vi i Danmark kalder effektive landmænd. 

Derfor er det vanskeligt at skaffe sig kvalificerede medarbejdere.  

  I forhold til andre danske svinefarme har Idavang et højt afkast, og det skyldes bl.a., at man 

fokuserer på kun en begrænset del af værdikæden, nemlig kun svineproduktionen, omend man nu 

finder det nødvendigt at gå ud i kornproduktion i Rusland, bl.a. for at være sikker på at få en god 

kvalitet. 

  Indtjeningen i Rusland er forholdsvis høj, og det skyldes told på import af svinekød på 3-4 kr. pr. 

kg. De danske landmænd får dermed 30 pct. mere for grisene i Rusland end i Litauen - 5 kr. mere 

pr. kg. Den samlede pris er næsten dobbelt så stor som i Danmark. 

 

 

Fremtidens marked og storkoncerner 
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Man kan sige, at jo mere danske landmænd rykker ud, desto tættere kommer de på den voldsomt 

stigende befolkningstilvækst, velstandsstigningen og dermed efterspørgslen på fødevarer. Det rejser 

uundgåeligt spørgsmålet, om de kan og vil ekspandere endnu mere end i de sidste 15 år, og hvis de 

vil – skal de så etablere storkoncerner? 

  Der er adskillige danske svinefarme i Østeuropa, og i den seneste tid har der blandt danske 

svinefarmere i udlandet været megen debat om den fremtidige udvikling og om strukturen i deres 

svineproduktion i udlandet. Poldanor overvejer en børsnotering. Andre overvejer at gå sammen i en 

storkoncern. 

  Jytte Rosenmaj siger, at der er gode argumenter for at etablere en storkoncern, der kan producere 

1,5 eller 2 millioner svin om året, altså dobbelt så meget som Idavang og Poldanor producerer hver 

især. Det vil i givet fald give en balance på 3 milliarder kr. Det er hendes opfattelse, at en 

svinekoncern skal op på det niveau for at blive attraktiv for investorerne, dvs. for at der kan være 

handel i aktierne.  

  En storkoncern vil ikke få samme størrelse som den amerikanske svine- og slagtekoncern 

Smithfield, der producerer 16 millioner slagtesvin om året, men etableringen af en storkoncern kan 

med mere effektiv produktion gøre det muligt at mangedoble produktionen, og desuden kan den 

være med til at sanere slagteribranchen i f.eks. Rusland.  

  Når fire landmænd kan skabe en svinefarm, der kan udvide omsætningen med 150 millioner kr. 

om året i områder, der bogstavelig talt er jomfruelige, så fristes man til at lave et simpelt 

regnestykke: Hvis 4000 landmænd gør det samme, vil de skabe en ekstra årlig produktion på 150 

milliarder kr. Det er groft sagt dobbelt så meget som omsætningen i Novo Nordisk og det halve af 

omsætningen i A.P. Møller Mærsk. Det er vel at mærke kun en brøkdel af det behov, der er for 

fødevarer fremover. Når man samtidig ser, at landbrugsproduktionen skaber betydelig aktivitet i 

andre virksomheder, f.eks. i agroindustrien, så vil en massiv dansk satsning på global 

fødevareproduktion få en positiv afsmittende virkning også i Danmark. 

  Perspektiverne er altså vidtrækkende. Det er lige før, at hele det danske samfund kan leve af 

international fødevareproduktion. Men kan svinefarmerne enes om et fælles værdigrundlag? Vil de 

bruge deres kompetencer som landmænd til at drive fælles storkoncerner i stedet for kun at drive 

deres egne gårde? Det er udfordringen, som Jytte Rosenmaj siger. 
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  Hendes mand tror ikke, at de danske svinefarmere kan enes, så det er tydeligt, at der i både 

familien og i bestyrelsen for Idavang er stof til gode diskussioner i de kommende år, når der 

vitterligt vil ske strukturændringer, ikke mindst fordi svinefarmerne vil have realiseret deres indsats. 

  Ole Hansen mener, at deres selskab, Idavang, om nogle år skal sælges til f.eks. russiske 

forretningsfolk eller asiatiske investorer, som vil satse på storproduktion af fødevarer. ”I Rusland er 

der ikke en selvstændig landbrugstradition, men derimod er der kæmpestore landbrugskoncerner. 

Når de privatiseres, så får vi altså nogle mastodonter, som vi ser det i Sydamerika. Fremtidens 

fødevareproduktion vil ske på mastodont-landbrug,” siger han. 

  Så længe personerne bag Idavang vil drive virksomheden, vil de have kontrol med den. ”Vi vil 

gerne sælge en betydelig aktiepost til en kapitalfond, men det sker kun, hvis vi kan bevare retten til 

at drive farmene. Ellers sælger vi ikke,” siger Ole Hansen. 

  Han mener, at danske landmænd har været for sent ude, når det drejer sig om at blive meget store 

på fødevareproduktionen. 

  ”Dansk landbrug og især slagterierne, f.eks. Danish Crown, har sovet i timen og har ventet alt for 

længe med at gå til Østuropa og Rusland.  Derfor tror jeg heller ikke, der er basis for at etablere 

storkoncerner. Desuden skal danske bønder ikke tro, vi er de bedste i verden,” siger Ole Hansen. 

  Det er dog ikke ensbetydende med, at han har et sortsyn på fremtiden. Han tror f.eks., at der er 

enorme muligheder for at øge fødevareproduktionen i Afrika. 

  Men ægteparret vil ikke med egne midler deltage i opbygningen af nye landbrugsvirksomheder i 

Afrika. IFU har bedt dem om at undersøge mulighederne i Afrika. ”Vi vil gerne bidrage med vores 

erfaring, men vi går ikke ind i f.eks. Afrika med egne penge i stort omfang. Vi har gjort vores 

indsats,,” siger Ole Hansen. 

  Claus Baltsersen ser knap så dystert på mulighederne for at være med i den globale ekspansion. 

Men han er også en halv snes år yngre...  

  ”Det handler om at se mulighederne og at have modet til at udnytte dem,” siger han og fortæller 

om en IØ-medarbejder, som besøgte ham på deres farm nr. 3 i Litauen. Medarbejderen 

sagde: ”Claus, hvis jeg ikke kendte de to andre farme I har, så ville IØ have sagt nej til at investere i 

denne farm, for jeg har aldrig set noget så håbløst.” 
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APPENDIX B2.  
SPØRGSMÅL: 

Det blev etableret i 1990’erne, hvor det var muligt at udvide  

Der var 2 ting der var meget specielle dengang, sammelignet med i dag. Der var en stor hvad skal 

man sige, fra kreditinstitutioner + friværdi. Det window of opportunity, hvor der var rigtig god pris-

sætning ift. Det man fik for landbrug i Danmark. + at de øst europæiske lande ikke formåede at 

producere selv. Der var en helt konkret forbedring på bundlinjen, der var nogle rigtig gode priser, 

på både Svin og selve landbruget.  

Told regler:  

Det var ret normalt at man finansierede det selv, det blev først muligt at geare senere. Landbruget 

blevet betragtet som et meget risiko fuldt erhverv.  

Man skal have en hvis størrelse, hvis man skal have egentlige  

Som regel større enheder der tager til øst europa, man har brug for en selvkørende organisation, en 

helt almindelig ledelse. Der er simpelhen brug for helt traditionelle ledelses metoder. Via Danish 

Farmers Abroad har de taget leder kursus. Standard of Performance, ’’Sådan opererer vi’’ Der er 

brug for politik og visioner.  

Den danske lederstil var anderledes en Øst-Europæiske nulfejls kultur. Det var vigtigt at man måtter 

begå fejl, det tager år at ændre folks kultur.  

Værdier er en del af en CSR struktur, det er vigtigt at blive en del af et aktivt del af lokalsamfundet.  

Villet have implementeret CSR selv uden Verdenbanken, det var nok nærmere at IFU var med til at 

sætte nogle standarder for de her danske landbrug. Så man fremstår som en mere professionel 

virksomhed. Det har betydet, at Danish Farmers abroad, at man er begyndt at uddanne i CSR.  

Hvis man er en moderne landbrug, så har man brug for at fortælle verden hvem man er.  

De fem værdier på hjemmesiden, blev defineret efter 5-7 år. Hvor vi kørte en session, hvor 

medarbejderne havde skrevet forskellige bud på hvilke værdier virksomheden havde, nedefra og op.   

Brown-Field. Stats farme var ikke ødelagte. I litauen sikrede man at de statsfarme der var, selvom 

lav produktion, var de ikke rømmet for inventar.  
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Vi var meget aktive ift. Finde ud af hvordan vi investere bedst muligt, der var simpelthen ikke nogle 

aktive kapitalfonde. Banker krævede personlig kaution, derfor kunne man ligeså godt selv tage 

pengende op af lommen.  

IFU, var helt emminent at samarbejde med. Man skulle håndtere at de sætter nogle krav, systematik 

og dokumentation, var den eneste risiko-villige kapital. og systematikken gjorde, at virksomheden  

 

NETVÆRK – Danish Farmers abroad har været især vigtigt for at professionalisere foreningens 

medlemmer. Efter et uddannelses program er der ofte oprettet en netværks forum, hvor medlemmer 

kan mødes et par gange om året. Commodity trader.  

 


